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Commentary
Announcing The National Safeman's Organization!

This month we a re very proud to introduce you to a very

important new organ i^atbn for all locksmiths, The
National Safeman's Organization (NSO) is for all security

professionals who either are^-or want to he-involved with

safe wort

The National locksmith puts a good amount of emphasis

alrendy on safe work, as you know. But we feel Ihis area

can be a profitable one for a wider spectrum of our

present readers. However, we cannot do justice to the

area of safes, vaults, tools and techniques in the magazine

alone.

So it is that 7Jie National locksmith magazine and Dave

Mc Qmie have launched an organization thai will have

time and space to deal with one topic and one topic only.

We will offer educational materials, such as our

newsletter The Natiatiat Sfi/tftfmn, designed to offer great

value for old time safemen, as well as the beginners.

Our quarterly newsletter will contain dynamite

information each month for both the novice and the old

pro If you want to read about high smirUy safrs.„we'll

have it. If you want to read almut The common safes

found in businesses and homes, ..we
1

II have it. If you want

to get started in safe work and you need help getting that

part of your business going^we'll have it

What we won't have is a bunch of space wasting stuff just

to fill up pages in the newsletter. We won't have a lot of

advertising-type material which is design to try and sell

you a bunch of stuff You will be amazed at the first issue

of The National Safeman because It contains as much or

more important information in it as several safe hooks. It

has more usable information in that one issue than we
have room for in a whole yearns worth of The National

Locksmith,

Furthermos"e
F

1 think you may just be flabbergasted at

the introductory special membership offer contained in

this magazine. Please see pages 172 to 175 for complete

details. If you will be at the ALOA show in Baltimore,

please stop by our booth (#814) and visit with us. You can

even signup then.

Use National locksmith will continue to offer a healthy

diet of safe articles and information. Dave will still be

writing for the magazine. You will not notice any changes

there. But if you desire much more than we can fit in the

magazine, the NSO is for you. Whether you want to get

started in this aspect of the business, or if you've been

doing safe work for years, the NSO offers you

in for [nation, training and fellowship.

Last month as I said, 1 was interviewed by Chicago's

Channel 5 as part of one of these locksmith sting

operations. The stings going around the country have

involved hidden cameras taping as a locksmith is called

out to a car or home not owned by the reporter. Often,

the locksmith requests no ID, and opens the lock.

On Channel 5, 1 defended the locksmith's point of viewr It

is often difficult or impossible to completely verify a

customer's claim of ownership. However, with all the

fu$s, we still recommend that you make a good effort to

request and record ID such as driver's license

information.

This simply i* a protection for you so Iha! later ui), no one

can claim that yuu did not attempt to take security

liRXTiuiioiis. Thus*! stings have been all around Ammni.
Perhaps your town h next!

/

"W-<
Editor/Publisher
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Technitips
Helpful Hints from Fellow Locksmiths

Who Mi'-ciVdH. ygy rn«y fcr

«JT M*l wkwiffl c/n Thfl

hdciant*! LMklfliiih. I 633
B li f u ui dy P ii r h wav
SeraumwaiWl, IL 60107

bv Hnb»ri Siirtfcing

July's Best Tip
Occasionally it h desirable to

find the combination lo a Simplex

lockseL, off the door. When you
have gained cnEry, and are able to

remove the lock set from the door,

you will find these instructions

helpful. The object here is to find

and retain the unknown
combination, without dianKiriK > T

la cases where a number of locks

may be &et to the same
combination, this Technitip will be
very handy.

1. Remove the lockset from the

door *ind disassemble it
p
removing

the Jock chamber from the chassis.

Remove the "IT shaped metal
cover, stamped

N
Simplex

p

p
' to reveal

the unlocking slide and 5 slotted

gears.

These Prizes Awarded Each Month!

All-Lock A-7000 VATS Decoder

HPC Pistolpick

Silca Rubberhead Keyblanks (100 blanks)

ESP PR-13 Professional Lock Pick Set

Sievcking Products EZ-Pull GM Wheel Puller

Submit your tip and win!

2. Rotate the unlocking shaft

counterclockwise to clear the

buttons.

3. Any whttJ slot that is aliened

with the unlocking slide. at this

point, indicates an unused gear, or

an unused number, If only one
wheel slot is aligned, Lhr

combination will use four digits (In

any combination) to npan. If two

wheel slots are aligned, the

combination will use three of the

digits* in the combination. If three

wheel $loi£ are aligned, only two

dibits are used in the combination.

If no wheel slots are aligned* nil

digits will be used in the

combination.

4, Depress the button lever for

Ehe wheel that is closest to being

properly aligned with the

unlocking slide. If the wheel slot

How To Enter
All you need to do to enter is submit a tip, covering

any aspect of locksmithing to The National Locksmith.

Certainly, you have a favorite way of doing things that

you'd like to share with other locksmiths. Why not write it

down and submit it lo:ftoberl Sieveking H Technitips'

Editor, The National Locksmith* 1533 Burgundy Parkway,

Streamwood, II 60107,

Tips submitted to other industry publications will not

be eligible 1 So get busy and send in your tips today.You

may win cash merchandise, or even one of many key

machines or cocfe book sets! At the end of the year, we
choose the winners of the listed prizes.

Last yoar dozens of people walked off wrth money and

prizes Wouldn't you like to be one o* the prize winners

far 1992? Enter today! ITS a lo! easier than you think!

Every Tip Wins 'Locksmith Bucks! 1

Yes, every lip published wins a prize, Bui remember,
you must submit your tip to The Nslionai Locksmith
exclusively. Each and every tip published In Technitips

wins you $25.00 in Locksmith Bucks! Use this spendable

cash toward the purchas& of any books or merchandise
from The N&tiQndl Locksmith, You also receive a Bonded
Locksmith bumper slicker and docal. Plus you are now
eligible for Ihe really big prizes I

Best Tip of the month prizes!
It your lip is chosen as the besl tip of the month, you

wilt win $50.00 in cash as well as $35-00 in Locksmilh

Sucks! Plus you will receive a quartz Locksmilh watch
,

a Bonded Locksmith bumper slicker, decal and a

Locksmith Cap Plus, you may win one of the annual

prizes.

July 1992 13
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necessary to measure ?i

manufacturer's original key, to find

the sparing dimensions or depths., use

your 1200CM.
Place the micrometer card in the

code machine, and carefully clamp the

manufacturer's cut key in the key
vise. Use a good light below the key
blade, and brin# the key into

alignment with the cutter using the

lateral control knob. Center the cutter

in the cut, and slowly bring the key to

the cutter, with the depth knob, while

rotating the cutter backwards, by
I land. The light below the key blade

will help you center the cutter in the

cut,, and the cutter, rotated hy hand
wilt lightly brush or bump the key
blade when the correct depth is

reached. Read the cut dimension
(depth and space) directly from the

micrometer card. This method will

allow you to easily and accurately
determine the depth and space specs

for most keys.

Jerry R_ Robinson

Illinois

4*kl*t**fr4**4*fr4

kiiU^M^HH^

Si lea Keyblanks Winner
The other day I went to rckcy a

house that had the old National Lock
deadbolts. The tailpieces on the lock

cylinders were badly worn h but I

couldn't change out the locks because:

they were 2" backset. This is a special

backset for thin stile patio doors. I

was able to use the tailpieces from the

new style Weiser dead boll ivs a direct

replacement, There was no
modification necessary, and the lock

worked perfectly. 11] is Tip may aavc

you hunting a replacement 2" backset

lock, when the actuators twist off.

Here is a second Techmtip, for

your customers who need a place to

put that extra key, on their car.

M Eigne tic boxes continue to sell well

in this area, but I can't imagine where
they put them, with all the plastic on

the new cars, I recommend that the

customer put a piece of wide "Duct"

tape over a pair of keys, off the ring so

they lay flat under the tape, and slkk

them to the rear of the license [.slate or

around a bumper strut The keys will

be secure
p
and completely protected

from the weather, Use your
imagination, as to wThere to put the

keys, but they should be relatively

handy.

Juanita Ramsey
Texas

ESP Plckset Winner
This Tech n iti p provides a simple

way for the locksmith to give his

customer a special one way or A-B
keyed cylinder. The store owner can

have a cylinder that operates
differently for either of two keys. An
"A" key. for example, can be a master,

allowing a cylinder to be operated in

either direction to lock or unlock a

door. A "B" key can be restricted to

operate in one direction only, to either

lock or unlock a particular cylinder.

You can issue a lock-up key
1
* to an

employee, that will only lock a door
Tliis restriction is handy because the

key will not allow the employee to re-

enter the store at an unauthorized

hour. What ever your application, Hie

two key restricted cylinder can be

very handy, The cylinder modification

can be done on the truck, in less than

fifteen minutes,

To alter the plu^, as you see in

illustration one, you must first

determine which direction the

cylinder will be allowed to rotate in

the "restricted
1

* mode. If the cylinder

rotates left to lock the door (extend a

It's your
reputation

Trust the
original.

|«aWgiWj r more information
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Newsmakers
New Products and Industry News

Jet Acquires
Neuter Bow Blanks

Jet Hardware Manufacturing
Corporation of Brooklyn, New York has

announced that ttuiy have acquired ;ill

of the tools, dies and machinery from

HFC, Schiller Park, Illinois for the

TiiamiffititurinH of I IPC's line of "neuter

bow" key blanks. Koy blanks for all of

the custom personalized dies which

were made for HFC's "neuter bow ,r

customers are now available from Jet

[Jimugh thrir authorized distributors.

Several of the thirty-one different

blanks have been redesigned,

engineered sod improved wilb tlic

placement of a bottom shoulder. The
shoulder is required for several of the

punch type key machines for code
work. Iteeause they were nol available

on the original ""neuter bow
H
series.

those blanks could not lie used.

All of the the "neuter bow" blanks

are manufactured utilizing the finest

brass material and will be nickel plated.

OPTIONS FOR FRONT OF BLANK

WTH ."IB." TYPE WITH 3.^2" TVFE wrm i.fl
J rvPE

A-' KEViLDCK
!4HH SERVICE
H I2-55S-1m

r^\r

w \\f

Broun&r To Head
Fichet-Brauner USA

[n April, Fichet-BaLiche North
America appointed aa President,

Norm Brauncr* Its former Service

Director and owner of Security

Technologies in Atlanta
h
Georgia,

Fichct-Bauche North America will

now be doing business as Fichct-

Brauner USA-
Mr, Brauncr bc^an in this industry

as a locksmith, then became a

certified safecracker, ultimately one of

Fichet's highest volume distributors.

As President he will be handling

marketing, distribution ajid all future

research and development of ILL
tested safes.

The Innovation You Expect, with the
Fl exibil ity You Need!

Click here for more information
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Locksmith I

Northern Computers
Releases Omnilock

Northern Computers is pleased to

announce the release of the Northern
Omnilock. This new self contained

sniffle door access control system is

designed to replace existing door
knobseta with no wiring. The
Northern Omnilock ami its haiul-held

infrared printer form a complete
system that offers 250 individual

access codes
h
hisiory of the last 250

events* holiday scheduling, access

level control , and more.

Sara Probasco's Seminars:

Business of Locksmithing

Sara kicked off her spring tour by

presenting her day-long class, 77j<?

Business of Locksmithing, at Montana
Locksmith Association convention in

Helena, Montana, on April 25th. She
conducted the same seminar for

SAVTA in Las Vegas, NV, and for

associations in F'syettevitle, NC> and

Waltham, MA. Sara has received

excellent ratings from those who have

attended tier seminars and received

many requests for booking-

Covering everything from why
businesses fail (and how to avoid the

pitfalls) to simple bookkeeping
procedures and advertising

techniques, Sara guides participants

in ways to increase cash flow and
keep their businesses operating

profitably.

A few dates remain open in late

Au^usf and September, as Sara begins

planning her fall and winter schedule

with an eye towards an international

speaking tour in early 1993.

Announcing Pan American
Security Suppliers

Pan American Security Suppliers,

Inc. (PASS),, a new full-line distributor

group with eight warehouses
nationwide, wfis recently incorporated

in Florida. PASS members specialize in

security products and door hardware

for commercial and residential

applications, as well as decorative

hardware.

According to Marvin Cutson
t

President of PASS, the group's

emphasis is placed on expanding

product and supply inventories for Ehc

security and access market at ali their

member locations. A primary focus of

die PASS group will be the development

of deEiler programs dial will strengthen

the dealer base in each of their

individual market segments,

The members of the Pan American

Security Suppliers, Inc. include:

Southern Lock & Supply of Pinellas

Park, Miami and Oakland Park, Florida,

and Charlotte* North Carolina; Fried

Brothers of Philadelphia; Ijock Supply

of Phocnix
h
Arizona; and Fairway-

Supply of Dallas and Houston, Texas,

N A T 1 N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati<
ra

Autoi

progra
service

anal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
nge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h.

find key blanks to transponder
mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www. 1at

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship

serkey.com
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Master Lock's

Utility Padlock

Increase security while reducing
maintenance costs for trucks, vending
machines and industrial equipment
such as electric meter rings and
boxes and gas, water and steam
valves, with the utility padlock from
Master Lock.

Constructed with a single, case
hardened post shackle, the padlock

eliminates the part of a lock most
susceptible to attack, the loop of the

shackle, It features 3/iT diameter
shackle which secures locking holes

with 7/16" through 9/16H diameter
openings, laminated steel case, or
laminated brass case with a chrome-
plated shackle, for corrosion resistance,.

P" 25?

wJHf~~ "**^ IS

^^*& fej p^rfflH

^SWw.. flHU^^^^^HH

IEI Announces
Door-Gard™ Keypads

International Electronics Inc

introduces the new mull ion style IEI

DoorGard™ Keypads.

The new keypads come in a

contemporary style d one piece, cast

aluminum housing thai provides both

pleasing style and durability. It

incorporates high contrast numbers
on its weather resistant membrane
style keypad for easy readability and

with its narrow mullion design
p

it can

be used on nearly any door frame.

Pine Technical College's

Locksmithing Program

Pine Technical College, part of

Minnesota's public higher education

system
*
provides employment-oriented

education. Graduates of the

Locksmithing Technician program
have successfully completed 9& credits,

or about 1500 classroom hours, of

instruction divided into three types of

classes:

Technical lotksmithiiig classes

combine theory and supervised
practice in basic locksmilhing skills

such as imissioning, picking, and

installations.

Industry related classes include

security theory and management small

business management, marketing,

basic electricity, and welding.

General education is required for all

of Minnesota's Technical College

graduates, Thrir program includes 12

credits of nuilh, roiiiuiiiiHcatioti skills,

and computer use.

Financial aid is available through

veterans benefits, guaranteed student

loans, federal grants, and scholarships,

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

©A »r pANUFA^TuiniiVjri. tvC

STRATTEC"
rrv m

I RE5DURCES iPsfd

Servicing 92 Honda Civic

"Opening nnd service for ihh model year car is still a fairly

easy task when you know the procedures. An airbag is new.
,r

Listening- to tli-e Cube lose to

Cincinnati didn't add imadi ru rh*

afternoon (wait till nflici year., right?),

fcrut working on ths ignition of a '92

Civic kept my attention. {S*k

phoIftgrQph 1.)

Many of the- baRica arv still preae-nt

V' ,^j^ ill^S*^ F^^M

M Che '92. They use the SOCftfrMS
LMJilc SMrih-S, I hi- X3K2 kny l>|; L ,lk Ihllll ;i

rilide Wk h-** h.-i.'l L^h scLII b* u-.Kl ai

1 . The- I39Z Honda CMe LX.

2. The tgnltlon, plug and facecap

vne pe extracted u-slng a sildehammer

during ne-po-E-itlor*. Note llll column.

Krai* and move the vertical lock-

buUon rod Co uuwi the vehicle, \\~\m -

new, however, is She presence of an
*irt^ (iKrt^iil id ill *92 Hondas) and
aslijglilly aniMlififd ijcnilinn ii^mhIjIy

Hie Civic in This article had «s
i
t
iMi i I i-:i 1 1 ( : i r l i !: h

I
y ri-siEiuvfil iln-i:iy ;-.

T^"|lusjM*Kslon. E w;iSi L-:i 3n r;

C

j i "I L a lie*

onft after first laying It lo th* rest of

1he cm- (Sttpkr&igftiph 2.)

Before starling?, it wa* necessary to

dlsconnecT die tonery and shunt rhs

*ifiw. After removing mi i^ing the

nc^riv* cable from [he t>auery (?**

bkotcgrapk J}, I slid into (he

passenger side Beat. Turnidft (he

steering ^~hcd exposed a small pajrcl

at the bottom, i&zv ph$tvgnjph 4,)

TM

The world's largestproducer of

automotive locks and keys.

Click here for more information
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Removing the panel gave me access
to the nirbaft connector and the
shunting terminal. {See photograph 5.)

After carefully disconnecting the

airbag terminals I slid the shunt over

the connector. {See- photograph 6.)

Removing the column shroud
revealed an ignition housing hidden

by wiring harnesses and the turn-

p STRATTEC"
ANUf AfVTtJiniiVjr;. tvC

rrv m
I RESOURCES iPsfd

TlK
National

LodmiiMil

signal switch assembly. Although it

looked intimidating, access to areas

critical for ignition removal were, to a

limited degree, clear. (See photograph

K)
Normally, I would depress the

ignition retaining button and remove
the ignition cylinder. Due to the minor
damage received during the

repossession, however, this was not

possible. So, I opted for replacing the

whole ignition housing,

I removed as many of the switches

and connectors from the ignition

housing as possible, {See photograph

8.) The ignition switch (electrical)
h

buzzer activator and key interlock

safety switch were all held on wkh

3. Disconnect battery before starting. 4. Airbag connectorishunt access panel. 5. The airbag connector and shun I.

SCHWABCORR
Fire protection for yourvitaf records.

Its not safe unless

its Sch\/\ab Safe.

Click here for more information
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Continued from page 3*

M STRATTEC"
ANUfA^TuiniiVjr:. tvC

rrv m
I RE5DURCES iPsfd

TlK
National

LodmiiMil

10. Even with the tilt dawn the

break-away bolts were just exposed
enough to remove.

housing. It is still necessary to turn

the key to the "ACCESSORY" position

and depress the retaining button.

However unlike other Honda models

or previous year's Civics, It is not

nccc&Kiry to remove the key interlock

safety switch. (Set photograph 13,)

11. Removing the bolts

beneath. (See pk&t&graph 12.)

Before ii^inHing (he new ignition, 1

12 + Although it's a tight fit, the

housing can be maneuvered away
from the column.

needed to key it up. While there

wasn't a code on the ignition housing,

one did appear on the cylinder. Codes

were also available on the fias

lid/trunk release levers lock, and ihv.

door arid trunk locks. (There is no

glovebox lock

J

Two changes arc apparent in

removing the cylinder from the

13. The retaining button is easily

accessible both in and out of the

vehicle. Note: key interlock safety

awltch, directly behind, does not

have to be removed.

Also changed is the steering

lock/buzzer activator lever, Normally

this h part of the cylinder, and held in

place by a spring, ball bE^aring and a

niela] cover that slips over all of them.

On this version, however, (he lever fa

part of the housing and no longer part

of ih? cylinder.

ASP
Inc.

ASP - Your Auto Service

Centerfor the World

Click here for more information
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So, to remove the ignition, I turned

the key and depressed Ihe retaining

button. The ignition slid only half-way

out, however. The steering

lock/buzzer activator lever is seated

in a channel that slops Tie;ir die end of

the cylinder. When the ignition is

pulled out to this point, the lever

needs to be pulled down and away
from thfe channel in order to clear the

end., allowing the cylinder to he
removed. (Set photograph 14.)

14. Pulling the steering lock/buzzer

activator lever down to remove the

cylinder.

While it isn't too difficult to hold

the lever down with a small

screwdriver, it may be easier to reach

after removing the- buzzer switch.

Removing the switch leaves plenty of

room for the lever to be grabbed with

a needle nose pliers. Be careful

removing the switch, it is a

microswitch and it is very delicate,

(Ste photograph 15..)

15. The lever is clearly exposed
after removing the buzzer switch.

To disassemble (he cylinder 1

removed the Earing on the back of the

plug. Then, after releasing 3 small

tabs, 1 removed the cylinder facecap.

The plug slipped out the front of the

cylinder and was rekeyed using the

Auto Security Products A19-104
pinuiug kit. (See photographs 16 andm

M STRATTEC"
ANUf Afyrunifrjf-;, tve

16. After removing the E-rlng
p
3

small tabs must be lifted to release

the face tap.

fTV ^
I RESOURCES .JVC

17. The cylinder with facecap removed.

Putting the cylinder back into the

housing required that the steering

lock bar again be pulled down far

enough for it to slip past the end of

the cylinder and seat in the groove
that it follows. (See photograph IS.)

1 a. As with rem oval, the lever needs
to be pulled to for the cylinder to be

reinstalled.

With [he cylinder in place, I

mounted Che housing to the column
and reconnected Lhe wiring.

The door luck wfls easily removed.

Taking down the door panel required

the removal of only three screws. The
lock is retained in the door handle by

a simple wire clip, (See photographs 19

and 20.)

Once removed the lock is easily

serviced. There is no facecap to worry

about. Removing the snap ring on the

back of the pawl allowed the plug to

slip out of the cylinder. The lock

contains tumblers 1 to 7. (See

photograph 21.)

Like the door lock, the trunk is

also very easy to service. Located on

medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market
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locking

systems for

security,

safety, and
control.
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19. There's plenty of room to work
on this door.
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the bottom part of the passenger side

taillight, the lock is removed by
removing a single retaining bolt ami

sliding it out into the trunk area. (See

pkvfagrapk 22.)

To service this lack, carefully pry

the facccap off, it is reusable, find

remove the snap ring on the back of

the jjaw], The plug will slip out of the

cylinder. The lock contains tumblers 2

to 8. (See photograph 23.)

21. The door lock removed.

2D. The door lock is held Into the

handle with a simple wire clip. 22. The trunk lock Is held in with

one bolt and is easily removed.

23. The trunk lock removed.

Compared to other '92 auLos, Civic

is an easy and enjoyable car to

service. But 'Vait till next year,

rigb^'g

a ^

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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The Handy Cut By ASP

How does 7" x4" x 5-1/4" and less than four pounds strike

you? You just don't get much smaller than that!"

In the years that I have been
writing for The National

Itfzksmith I have spent many anxious

days and weeks awaiting Che arrival of

a product for review and evaluation.

The wait for the TMM TU-100G key

machine has seemed almost like an

eternity as we have looked forward to

actual hynds-on use of all the neat

features that we have heard about this

compact duplicator-code machine
from Japan, (See photograph J.) Did I

say compact? How does 7" x 4
PI

x 5-

1/4" and less than four pounds sirike

you? You just don't £d much smaller

than that!

Billed as the 'Handy Cut," the
reversible jaws (see photograph 2), of

* «*

1. TheTOlM TU-1000 compact machine,

the TU-1000 permit duplication of

virtually all foreign and domestic

2. The "Handy Cut" reversible jaws.

Cftnffrurtd on pag$ 42

Click here for more information
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Continued from pag9 40

single and double-sided automotive

keys, and a wide range of domestic

commercial and household single side

keys. And, with the optional parts kits,

keys by code can be made for most all

foreign and domestic autos as well as

the more popular household keys,

The viae jaws of the Handy Cut

have been engineered to utilize either

shoulder or tip stop settings as may
be required and keys may be entered

from cither the right or left side. If

you will think back to your very early

days of lock smithing when you may
have clamped a cut key and a key
blank together and then filed to the

correct depths you have a general

idea of how the Handy Cut operates.

This is similar to the over and under

vises used on some key machines.

The key vises are slotted for

placement of the tip stop* which for

duplication, may be inserted in any
slot [hat is convenient for the type of

key being duplicated, A pattern key

and a key blank are placed in the

double vise
F
and set in position by

either tip-stop (see photograph 3) or

shoulder stop {see photograph 4).

w

3. A key placed in the tip stop,.

4. ..and in the shoulder stop.

"Hie base cif the Handy Cut is

manufactured to accept, a "level plate*

for either auto-cycle keys or the

househo Id-commercial keys. These
level plates insure that a key b I rink is

properly positioned laterally under the

punch cutter. (See illustration 5.) The
punch cutter serves as the stylus as

well as the cutter. The Erst cut of the

pattern key is moved into position on

the punch cutter, held in place with

one hand while a firm downward push

of the lever with the other hand gives

42 The National Locksmith
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Illustration 5: The base of the Handy
Cut. Note the "level pi ate.

11

a nice clean cut on the blank. {See

photograph 6.) "Hie nest cut is moved
into position and the operation is

repeated.

6. A firm downward push cuts the key.

Note that the cutting operation

does not require a slam-bang or a

bcat-pound
N
but, rather, just a firm

downward pressure. It would appear

that a tremendous amount of

engineering went into the

development of the Handy Cut in

order to make a simple, easy-to-use

key machine with very few moving

parts.

Duplication of double side keys is

accomplished in the same manner as

explained for single side; just flip the

blank over, set the stop, tip or

shoulder, and repeat the cutting

operation. The key vises do need to be

reversed for double side keys but they

are plainly marked and easy to set up.

(See illustration 7.)

Placement of pattern keys and key

blanks from either the right or left

side is determined by Che flat side of

the key as already seen in illustration

five. Proper positioning is. critical for

the accurate duplication of any key.

The owner's manual gives a complete

list of the more popular blanks with

the direction of insertion, right or left,

and for code cutting, which slot to use

for tip stop.

All key machines have their

I ANn^ACTUfliiM:; n :

TlK
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B, A special code plate.,

Illustration 7: Key vises, top for

double-sided; bottom for single-sided.

limitations and the Handy Cut is no

exception. It will not duplicate all

keys, but the range that it will

duplicate is wide enough to make it a

very desirable addition to a service

truck equipment inventory-

Duplication is about as easy as you

can get. Now, let's look at the many
innovative ideas that have been
incorporated in the Handy Cut for use

as a code machine, As mentioned

already, optional kits are available for

code cutting- These kite contain

special "code plates" isee photograph

8) and "code bars" (see photograph 9)

9...and code bar included in the kit.

for various manufacturers , along with

front and rear vise Jaws,

If yon are familiar with one well

known clipper, you can think of the

code plate as the carriage and the

code bar as the cam set. Note on the

code plates that there are concave

grooves, and numbered lines. These

grooves and lines correspond to the

spacing of the key to be originated.

There are two ball bearings located

on the back side of the rear jaw, (S$e

photograph JO.) These balls fit into the

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Automotive
Locks...

All-Lock Ignition Service

"In this article we will examine the 1415, 1572 and

1573 automotive locks for Ford and Mercury cars.
"

All-Lock Co,, Inc. is a progressive

company dedicated to producing

ojuality products for the professional

locksmith. One case in point is All-

Lock's announcement of many new
products at the 1992 National

Locksmith Suppliers Association
Conference. These new products are

as follows:

1415 and 1415U Ford 10 Bitted

Ignition Lock; 1572 and 1572U - 1573

and 1573U Ford Trunk Lock. Also

new arc five Service Kits.

A67O0 10 Bit Ford door service kit;

A6725 Ford 10 bit door lock face cap,

tailpiece and dust cover assembly
assortment kit; Ati2(X) Chrysler double

bitted service kit; A6750 foreign car

cap kit and A6800 Toyota tumbler kit.

Finally, the A7000F Foreign Ijjck

Ser%-ice Manual is a reprint, of the 1984

''classic" on the subject of foreign Gar

lock service.

In this article we will examine [he

1415/1415U
P
1572/1572U, and the

1573/ 1 573U automotive locks, The
1415 Ford 10 hit chrome ignition fi|js

the 1990-1992 Ford Taurus and the

Mercury Sable automobiles. This
ignition comes completely assembled

and ready for quick installation. The
pmfessimiFil locksmith would use one

of several methods to remove the old

ignition and then install the new All-

Lock 1415.

The 1415 is also available in an
uncoded version part number 1415U.

The locksmith can service the 1415U
with an All-Lock A610O Ford 10 bitted

ignition service kit. The general sLeps

in utilizing I he 1415U for the Ford
Taurus and Mercury Sable is as

follows.

Remove the old ignition. Like most

late model Ford products
h
this is done

by turning the lock to the "run"
position and usinft ;i scxaU-b awl or k:v

pick to depress the retainer pin

through the access hole in the column
casting.

44 The National Locksmith

The All-Lock Model #1415

K

The 1572 Ford trunk lock

Pin the uncoded 1415 by inserting

the precut wafer tumblers into the

tumbler slots. {Precut tumbler part

numbers are: AW 10 1 through Aft 105).

All-Lock tumblers are numbered the

same as the OE parts. A6101 = a #1

tumbler, A6102 = fl #2 tumbler, etc.

Use the original car key as your guide.

Insert tumbler springs (part number
A6106). Install the tumbler spring

retainer (part number AG 107). The:

retainer snaps into place; it. does not

need to be staked. This makes for an

easier installation. It's one example of

All-Lock's- innovative thinking when it

comes to lock service.

Install detent springs and pins in

housing utilL Install detent pin ring on

lock cylinder. Install lock core into the

housing and turn approximately 90

degrees counter clockwise to the

"run" position and then push down
retainer pin. Install buzzer switch. This

can only go on one way. It snaps into

place and requires no staking.

Insert complete lock cylinder

assembly into the steering column fliuI

turn the ignition to the lock position.

Tli is seats the retainer and completes

the installation.

The 1572 Ford trunk lock (black

chrome) fits the 1990-92 Mercury
Cougar (without the anti-theft system)

and the 1&H0-U2 Ford Thunder bird

(without the anti-theft system).

The 1573 Ford trunk lock (chrome)

fits the following automobiles: 1WO-92

Lincoln Town Car with an ti- theft

system; 1990 Lincoln Continental wiih

anti-theft system; 1990-1992 Ford

Taurus; and 1990-1992 Mercury Sable.

Both the 1572 and 1573 are complete

Ford trunk locks ready for installation.

Uolh Ford trunk locks (15721; and

1573U) can be serviced with the All-

U)ck A6(HK) pinning kit nnd the A6725

Ford 10 bit cap kit. Locksmiths will

use the A6726 face cap for the 1572U

and the AS660 face cap for the 1573U
The steps involved in using these

uncoded locks are as follows:

1. Insert bottom pins, top pins and

then the pin springs into the lock

housing. The scalp and dust shutter

Eire pre-in stalled.

2. Stake pin retainer onto the

housing unit securely.

3. Install the assembled trunk lock

into the automobile.

For more information contact my
authorized All-Lock distributor or: All-

Lock company. Inc., Q00 Ravcnwood
Dr., Selma, AL 36701, Telephone (205)

874-9001, Ext 219. §

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Shirl On Car Opening

"If you just study the car you are confronted with, you'll

find a few different ways it can be opened.
*'

This month wc are going to

continue our running discussion

of various car opening methods. My
idea with these articles is to point out

that you do not necessarily need a fat

book filled with the makes and models

of every car on the market. All you
need to do h learn how to approach the

car from different angles. After all,

there are probably at least three

different ways to open each different

car. The easiest one for you in a given

situation Is the way to go.

In ihe past, ] myself have written car

opening books telling you how to open

each individual make, model and year.

But 1 found thai (his job was becoming
very redundant, I was repeating the

same methods over and over for many
different cars. That's why I am writing

these articles, JusE took at the car you

are itinfmnUd with. Learn to sec all the

opening possibilities and you'll never

worry about looking up that car in a

book.

Many c^rs feature a lift handle
instead of a button assembly lu open

the door. Often you can lift up on the

handle and pass a tool into the cavity

under the handle. Then you cadi catch

the linkage with your tool. In order to

make a tool Ihat will do this job for you,

use spring steel rod. no larger in

diameter tlian one cigh:h inch. [ often

find that seme of my tar opening tools

are made of this material, and are only

shaped on one end, leaving the other

end unused. In that case, you can just

make the required bend on the handle

end of another car opener.

What you want to do is to place a

sharp bend on the end of the tool,

making a little hook which will just fit

around a piece of linkage. (See

illustration 7J If you feel the overall

width of the hook is to wide to fit

through the opening under a lift

handle, you can narrow it by grinding

the sides, This will make the rod

diameter smaller on the hook. Just

don't weaken the hook too much.

"D

Illustration 1

If you raise the lift handle, you will

usually sec an opening alongside one of

ihr hingi-s. (Srf {ihttiagrfiph ZJ Ii isi-j :

I In- r*n\ ill rough this opening. (Sw
photograph 3.) After entering, grab the

linkage rod with the hook. Til is can

easily be achieved by inserting the tool

as (ar as it can go. The inside wall of the

inner |jajie1 will stop your tool

Move your end of the tool either

forward toward the front of the car
h
or

2. Look for opening beside the hinges.

3, Insert rod through handle opening.

back toward the rear, depending on

which side of the linkage yon arc

[Mjsitioned. The tool will slap she button

linkage. You can see this by watching

(he button...it will jump. Now pull the

tool nut toward you, hooking the

linkage. Twist a little to apply torque

and lower your end of Ihe tool, raising

the end wiih the hook. Photograph four

Make Sargent & Greenleaf's

Comptronic locks your
choice for electronic safe

locking solutions.

Click here for more information
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shows what this would look like if you

could see into the panel Raising the

hook end raises the linkage, opening

die door.

4. Simulation of tools inside door.

Another situation 1 want to address

is the Chrysler products using the

rocker button on the inside panel-

Photograph five gives you a good detail

of the bullnn. Photograph six shows

that the button Is mounted far forwan I

near the dash. To open the car; place a

wedge between the window and door,

about 10 or 12 inches back from the

front of the door.

5. Detail of the Chysler button.

6. Button mounted near the dash.

Insert your horizontal lock tool and

find the backside of the rocker button.

Photograph seven shows the

approximate position. Remember the

button does not work in & up and

down motion. It works from side to

side. The end of die linkage hooks into

the bell crank conning up from the

bottom, The rod runs horizontally and

;il. (lie tip turn s up 90 decrees, in and

through the rocker button,

This means that if you apply too

much pressure with the tool, you can

disconnect the linkage. If that happens,

p STRATTEC"
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7, Approximate position of rocker button. 9. Inserting the tool Into the door.

B. Wedges properly placed in the door 1 0. Contacting the lock switch.

withdraw from the door, and open from

the other door, but be gentler. After

gaining entry, you'd have to remove the

door panel on the other door to

nrcouueetthe linkage,

Car opening would be much easier if

you could just project or beam yourself

into the car. Well, a good method of

opening to to do almost that exact trick,

using a IjcioI designed lo go under [he

window glass, then appear inside the

car. One caution^ though. If you ever

get one of these tools stuck in the door,

do not f&rce it out. Instead,, use a

I RESOURCES .JVC.
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different opening method. Then
remove the panel from the door with

die stuck tool and free it up. 'that won*t

often happen, but someday it could.

The first of these tools that I

remember came out designed to open

tlie Chevy Eeretta which had been
hard to o[>en hefore the lool. After that,,

however, longer versions of the tool

were made to work on other cars

including S-K) pickups, and B nicks,

Cadillacs and Oldsmobiles using the

slide locks.

Start by placing two wedges in the

door between the glass unci the

weather strip, as in photograph eight

Leave enough room to comfortably

pass the tool between the wedges.
Insert die tool down into the door as in

photograph nine. When the tool is deep

enough into the panel to clear the

bottom of the window glass, turn the

tool a hit and raise it a little, then

remove the Iwo wedges. This will relax

the glass enough to pull the tool up and

out the other side of the glass like you

sec in photograph 10.

Turn the tool so that it is pointed

inside the ear and position it so that you

can manipulate the button from the

inside. All you'll have to do it to rotate

the handle slightly to move the button.

§

SRi and Steve Young are working

together to bring you the best in

ocksmith tools and supplies.

Click here for more information
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Installing The XO-7

"This lock comes with the specialized tools you will need to

do an installation. The tools you provide are simple ones.
*'

One of the biggest "hits" of the

1991 ALOA show was [he Mas-

Hamilton booth. This booth featured

the new XO-7 electronic Group I

combination lock on a series of locked

Plexiglass containers, After dialing

the lock open, you could remove a cap

and keep it as a souvenir.

Just in case you are not familiar

with this lock, I will give a brief

overview of the unit. I will then tell

you about installing or retro-fitting

this lock. This will not be a step-by-

step installation, but rather a general

commentary.

The Ma a-Hamilton combination
lock is a giant step into (be future of

locks. It is electro-mechanical and

self-contained. To operate the lock,

one spins the dial to produce an
electrical charge that powers an LCD
(Liquid Crystal Diode) readout and a

stepper motor in the combination

lock.

One does not have to count the

cur us to operate this lock. Briefly, if

the cum bin alien is 20 left, 40 right,

and 63 left
h
then one starts turning the

dial left until 20 is shown, then
reversing the direction one would dial

40 right, after a brief stop, one would
turn the dial until 63 shows on the

readout, and then turn the dial to the

right until the bolt retracts.

It is simple and clean. There are

three levels of opening procedures
used and I will discuss them very
briefly. The first is single combination.

In [he single combination mode n

one combination is dialed and the unit

will open. This is. like a standard

combination lock. Kacb lime you turn

the dial in another direction the

internal computer chip will pick a new
starting number on the dial, so

opening the lock will sometimes be
very quick and sometimes will Lake a

little longer. This is a security feature.

More, in a minute.

In the dual combination mode, two

54 The National Locksmith

combinations must be dialed in,

Either combination can be dialed in

first, and the nex:t one must follow

within 40 seconds. If done properly,

then the bolt will retract.

The third mode is the Super/Sub
mode. When the lock is programmed
to this feature, a supervisor must dial

his master combination, After doing

this, subordinates can use their

second combination to open the safe

during business hours. When [he

supervisor dials in his combination

agaii^ the other combinations will not

work. This safe lock also has audit

features. It will tell the operator how
many successful combinations have

been dialed and how many
unsuccessful combinations have been

tried (more than three). Because of

the advanced electronic circuits,

manipulation and machine or robotic

dialing can be discerned. The
combination lock cannot be dialed

open with these methods. Also,

whenever the dial is turned in the

opposite dircction
h
a new starting

number is employed, so back dialing

cannot be used.

Here is a numeric example. Let's

use 25, SO
p
75 as a combination. You

turn the dial Left until 25 is shown in

the LCD window, When you start

turning the dial to the right the first

time, 86 can come up on the LCD
readout. If you try this combination

again h from the beginning, when you

start turning the dial to the right, 42

might come up.

Each time the direction is.

reversed, a new second number
starting place is picked at random by

the lock's "brain." This is why
machine manipulation or back dialing

will not work!

Included with the combination lock

are detailed instructions for

in si al latin n and servicing and an

excellent instructional video tape.

This tape is divided into three

sections, The graphics and animation

on the tape are exceptional, This

video is a must for anyone selling or

installing the lock.

Part 1 Is the actual overview of the

combination lock along with some
history of mechanical locks in the

past. Then there is a high tech view of

the XO-7 lock with some comments by

the inventors and owners of the

patents. These are all prestigious men
in their own rights and winner* of

several awards for design.

This is a slick presentation

showing how the lock works and the

security features it entails. It is a hard

sell to the customer, and it works. I

have shown this portion of the video

to three potential customers. They
want the lock. The video helps

overcome price resistance to the lock.

It costs more, and it does more.

Part 2 of the video covers the care,

feeding and combination changing of

the unit. This is also for Lhe customer.

Unlike mechanical locks, this unit

does not have a forbidden zone, so

there are a true 1,000,000

combinations available. It is also

customer friendly, so by following

simple instructions, anyone can

change the combination. The third

part of Lhe video is the most important

to the safe technician, describing how

to install the lock quickly and easily. JL

takes you through a thorough stc[>by-

Step installation. I watched this (bird

part three times before I did the job.

The installation instructions are

excellent, but actually seeing it done

is worth more than the mere written

word. The first time you install one of

these combi nation locks, the video

should be viewed.

The new XO-7 locks may come
without a video, but one will be

supplied for those who have not

previously installed one,

Installation. This lock is a Group

1R combination lock. It cannot be

Click on border to view new company or issue
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manipulated open. First, one needs a

safe thai is worthy of a retro-fit like

this, I used n Major record safe.

This lock comes with many
specialty tools needed to install the

luck. Included arc a special hacksaw

for cutting inner and outer steel tubes,,

a deburring stone, spacers, Allen

wrench. The tools that you have to

supply arc minimal: a hacksaw, two

phi Hips screwdrivers, a vise, and a

pencil.

Photograph one shows the

s (.an [lard handle and lock

configuration. The lock is a 6730 S&G
3 wheel lock.

Photograph two shows the inside

1. The 6730 S&G handle end lock.

factory configuration of the lock, bolt
h

and relocker arrangement.
Unfortunately, when retrofitting this

safe, it was not possible to save the

relocking device
t
for the strap could

not be mounted to the case cover of

the X0-7 lock.

Photograph three shows the

2. Inside of the S&G lock. Shown
are lock,, bolt and relocker.

relocker removed. The dial ring has

also been removed, This is in

preparation for the installation

I ANLl^ACTLlfhNft, MC
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sequence.

Photograph four shows the inner

case of the XO-7 mounted after the

spindle tubes and wires have been

installed.

Photograph five shows the front of

the sate with the two wires from the

combination lock body coming
through the inner and outer spindle

tubes. The LCD readout mechanism
that these wires fit into is nor shown.

In photograph six we have the

finished installation. It cannot be seen

in this picture, but the electronic

change key hole aligns with the

standard S&G change key hole on the

*^V^
I

4. Shown mounted is the inner case

of the Xd-7 lock.

The world's largest

producer of

automotive locks

and keys.

Click here for more information

3. Lock shown with relocker removed
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5, The front of the safe. Note wires
from the combination lock coming
through inner and outer spindle tubes,

back cover. This i$ nice when one re-

in kIei! Is the back metal plat* to the

door. The hole in the door plate

matches up the with change key hole

in the new lock. Pretty slick.

Photograph seven is an outside

view of the finished installation. After

changing the combination from the

factory original, the unit worked

Every lock has a serial number.
This number is written on the cover of

the lock on a computer chip. This
number is a special number to allow

yon to reset the combination should

you ever lose or forget the correct

combination.

Without boring you, by using the

serial number, you can tfet the lock to

a position where you can choose the

The
jNriurcd
[Locksmith

|

G, Inside view of finished installation.

mode and set the combination
correctly. I tried this, and it worked
easily,

Changing the. Combination, lam
not going into the three modes of

changing the combination, but I will

point out one incredible feature of the

lock, It is made for people who may
inadvertently mess up while changing

the combination. For whatever
reason, the first time I attempted to

change the combination, [ didn't enter

the numbers J wanted. The lock

flashed these new numbers to me
three nines. I then realized that these

numbers were not the ones I wanted.

Thankfully, you arc required to

confirm the newly set combination by

dialing E[ in again, before it. will be

©
7. View of finished installation.

accepted by the lock, I did not, do (his,

so the new (incorrect) combination

was rejected. I then reset it correctly.

Failsafe. What happens if the

lock's electronics fail? With this lock,

if yon do not know the combination,

you will not be able to dial the unit

open. Also, if the unit fails, yoti will

have to drill. This is the. same on my
lock where the combination will not

work, except you will not drill into the

lock body. There are no wheels to see

or move.

The only way to open one of these

locks would be to drill for the

combination lock bolt and remove it

by whatever means available. The
lock cannot be serviced.

Electronically Open and Prosper! j§

For more information contact:

Mas-Hamilton, 80 5D Newton Circle,

Lexington, KY 40511, (606) 253-4744.

To be a World Leader You Need Quality Products,

Innovative Technology and Strong Partners.

Click here for more information

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Tkg National locksmith magazine wuuld

like to welcome you to this year's ALOA
show whether or not you are attending

ii] person, In this section of

Show stoppers you will find products ,

many of them brand new, to be
exhibited this month in Baltimore.

ALnnjj with a photograph of each item is

a brief description and a Rapid Reply

number If you arc with us in Baltimore,

please stop by the booths of those

manufacturers who interest you. If you

are not making it to the show, circle the

appropriate Rapid Reply numbers oil

(he Rapid Reply card in the rear of this

magazine, That, way you'l] still jjet

information about these products.

Of course, not everything to be

exhibited at the show would fit here, so

be aware there's a lot more to sec. To
(he best of our knnwledjje, the booth

numbers on page 81 are accurate*

However, some of them may change

after we rve gone to press.

*
*

• •

*
*

This year, come visit the staff of

The National Locksmith magazine at Booth #814

A-1's Capping

Press Plus
A-1 Security Manufactur-

ing Corp. manufactures the

Capping Press Plus for

interchangeable cores.

Unlike any other capping
pi ess. the #CAP1 can also

be used to dump the pins

and springs from cores, the

company believes that the

#CAP1 is affordable,

without sacrificing quality.

Accessories are
available which allow the

press tc cap Peaks® 140
spacing.

Circle 206 on Rapid Reply
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AAA Products'

Battery Holder
AAA Products

International has introduced

a new product in the field of

car opening. The Jiffy JBH
Battery Holder, with a belt

clip, allows the locksmith to

use his rechargeable
Makita^ and Makita® look

alike tool batteries to

operate the Jiffy SL-120
Super Light for looking into

unfamiliar car doors.

There are two models of

this battery holder. The
JBH -7 is for the 7.2 volt, b-

1/2* long Makita® battery,

and the J8H-9 is tor the 9.6

volt, 7-1/8* long Makita®
battery.
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Circle 207 on Rapid Reply

Abus' Original

Diskus Padlocks
Abus Look Company

offers the Abus Original

Diskus Padlock line which
consists of six unique models

and sizes. The features of

this padlock line include a

stainless steel body,

hardened steal shackle that is

highly pick resistant in design,

minimizing attacks by bolt

cutters, saws, files, etc. Each
padlock is laser welded for

superior strength and carries

a lifetime warranty,

Abus also manufactures

two sizes of hasps and
staples that are designed
specifically to provide
maximum security when
usnd in conjunction with Ihe

Diskus Padlock

Circle 20ft an Rapid Reply

Accredited Lock

Carries Gardall

Accredited Lock Supply

Co, carries the full line of

Gardall &afe$. that includes

the traditional dial safes, in

addition to the new oplion o^

electronic digital keypad
controls. The digital keypad

can be retrofitted to almost

any safe in their line.

Also new from Gardall is

their line of gun and pistol

safes, There are two sizes of

gun safes, with capacities

ranging from 9 to 30 guns.

Both sizes are aiso available

as 4-shelf all purpose safes

or completely empty.

Circle 209 on Rapid Reply
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Briggs Features

New Artwork
New trademarked

artwork has been designed
to promote the weather
resistant and higher
security features Of Briggs

& Straiten Technologies
locks. Briggs & Stratlon

Technologies manufactures
certain locks with a weather
resistant shutter door over
the keyway opening. The
shutter protects the keyway
and tumbler mechanism
from water that can cause
corrosion or freezing,

Briggs & Stratton has
also introduced a low coat

line of high security lock

rngchanisms for industrial

and recreational
applications. Sidebar
Security'" is the

trademarked name that

describes this new product

line.

aulaautomscive quality

WEATHER NT,
KS

BRIGG* ft STRKnCM TFnHh-nLOCjFfi

Buddy Products'

Hanging File Lock
Buddy Products

introduces their new
confidential hanging tile

lock boXp designed to

secure letters, folders,

diskettes, cash and
valuables, and important
documents. It features an
innovative locking design
which prevents
unauthorized access and
removal from your file

drawer. For added security

the locking mechanism will

also accommodate a small

padlock.

' IT

try

CCL/s Sesamee

Padlock
CCL's most famous

padlock is the Sesamee
combination padlock. The
Sesamee is the original

keyless re sellable padlock.

The user ot the Sesamee
padlock may reset the

combination quickly and
easily at any time to a three

or four digit personal com-
bination number which can
easily be remembered. The
internal locking mechanism of

ihe Sesamee padlock is

constructed entirely of brass

material with phosphor
bronze and stainless steel

springs.

m
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Continental's New

Software
Continental Instruments

Corp. has introduced
CardAccess(?5 450 software.

When used in conjunction

with any IBM compatible PC,

CardAccess 450 software

offers users the advanced
Access Control features
found only in large Systems,

with the ease of operation

associated with a PC.

CardAccess 450 is a

D S - based s of twa re

program that combines state-

oMhe-art features such as
distributed processirig 3

with

Ihe size and strength to

control as many as 500
readers and 50,000
cardholders.
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AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati(
ra

Autoi

progra
service

anal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
nge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h.

find key blanks to transponder
mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www. la

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship

serkey.com
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Corbin Introduces

Lever Options
Corbin Architectural

Hardware now offers the-

BOO series hea^y duty lever

lockset with an optional
high security cylinder and
extended backet latches.

The high security
cylinder option can be
keyed to existing Corbin
high security master key
systems, The extended
backset latches are
available in 3-3/4" and 5",

The 600 series lockset and
all options are available
through authorized Corbin
distributors.

Corkey Names

Sentry As OEM
Corkey, a world-wide

manufacturer of card access

locks has combined with

Sentry to produce hotel in-

room safes,

The Sentry In-Room safe

utilizes a Corkey lock, and
may be opened only with a
properly magnetically-en-

coded card. If a card is lost,

rekeying can be done in

seconds, and cards may be

encoded on the premises
with over 4 billion possible

combinations.

Detex Introduces

Thriftlock™

Detex Corporation
introduces the new ECL-
S010 Thriftlock relatching

exit control lock that

provides protection from
unauthorized use of

emergency exits. While
allowing unimpeded
emergency exit from inside,

Ihe ECL-801Q contains a
high-decibel, directional

alarm that sounds when
unauthorized use of the

door occurs.

The battery-powered,
m i c rop race s so r-co n trol Ied
Thrifttock is well suited for

remote applications where
AC power is not available

and absolute reliability is a
must

Don-Jo Adds

Display Board
Don-Jo Mfg. has recently

added a new display board to

its product offering. The Tight

crime display" contains three

of the fastest selling items

designed to add security and

strength to any door it

features informative, easy-to-

rggd descriptions to educate

the consumer, and function

as your "silent salesman."

Made to stand alone en
the counter or hang on a peg

board Ihe "fight crime display'

is a must have for any store

selling security accessories.

Don't panic!

We have Security

Exit Devices,

Click on border to view new company or issue



Door Controls'

Electric Hardware
Door Controls

International manufactures
several models of panic
hardware and fire exit

devices that can be
released electrically,

Maximum security strike

and latch are easily

released by 12 or 24 VDC
continuous duty solenoids

drawing lass than 400 ma
current.

Models 1300 panic
hardware and 1300- fire exit

devices are available with

the following options: SPDT
and DPDT signal switches,

LMS-lock monitor swilch,

and battery or remote
powered emergency exit

alarms,

A 120 push bar is

supplied to compliment the

technically advanced 1400

series electromagnetic
locks.

Circle 226 on Rapid Reply

DoorKing's 1215

Magnetic Lock
DoorKing's Model 1215

magnetic lock is their latest

locking device, The Model

1215 has risen in popularity

Dncn.jse the input voltage

can be 12 or 24 volts, AC or

DC, which eliminates the

need for an external
rectifier, according to

DoorKing Marketing
Director, Richard Sedivy.

The device is both

vandal and w&aiher
resistant making it ideal for

indoor and outdoor use. It

requires only a few tools to

install which makes it ideal

for mounting on most doors

and gates, and, because it

operates with no moving
parts, Ihe Model 1215 is

vi dually maintenance free.

Cfircla 227 on Rapid Reply

Dortronics Debuts

1 -Piece Z-Bracket
Dotlronics Systems has

introduced the 1196 Series

of 1 -piece Z- Brackets for the

inslallation of its TJ1100
Series of surface mounted
electro-magnetic locking de-

vices on inswinging doors.

The custom extrusion

whioh includes reinforced

angles far added rigidity, is

available in three sizes to

accommodate the TJ1106,

TJ1110/1120, and TJ1115
Series armatures. It is

furnished with thru-bolts and

sex nuts for sturdy, durable

mounting on wood, hollow

metal, and aluminum doors

and a supplementary
armature mounting kit to

meet variations in face of

door and frame alignment

Circle 230 L«n Rapid Reply
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Doyle Presents

New Tailgate Lock
Doyle Tailgate Locks

introduces the LHL style

tailgate lock for the Dodge
Dakota. The LP300 uses
the same quality design as

their other tailgate locks.

Doyle Tailgate Leeks
mount to the tailgate of

your truck and give an
O.E.WI. appearance, while

leaving your tailgate

protected and secure.

Doyle Tailgate Locks
manufactures locks for

most trucks.

Circle 231 on Rapid Reply
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DSI Debuts

Digital Cylinder
Door Systems, Inc.

introduces the digital mortise

cylinder, model 205M. The
205M is capable of

interfacing with a wide variety

of manufacturers' sectional ly

trimmed mortise Socks, such

as the Schlage® L-9000
series where it is adaptable to

12 functions. The Digital

205M is shown installed with

the Schlage L9453P-03B
{ANSIF2Q/FED86A).

Perfect for new mortise

lock installations, the Digital

2G5M oan also easily existing

mortise locks into heavy duty,

mechanical, keyless,

pushbutton access controls.

Circle 2£B on Rapid Reply

Dorma's Security

Door Closer

Donna's HS Series (HS

7300 and HS S3) minimizes

the opportunity for tampering,

vandalism or damage and

abuse of the door closers.

These high-security door

closers are recommended lor

use in correctional facilities,,

financial institutions, govern-

ment installations, schools or

any where protection of door

hardware is imperative.

Both the HS 7600 and HS
83 surface- applied closers

use tamper resistanl Torx©
security screws tor all

exposed fasteners and utilize

fixedHink ami assemblies.

Circla 229 on Rapid Reply

Dugmore Expands

Lockset Line

Dugmore 4 Duncan, a
major stocking distributor of

builders
1 hardware,

announces their greatly

expanded inventory of

locksets suitable for

compliance with ADA
requirements.

Included in this

inventory are a mortise and

cylindrical le^ersel

manufactured by Sargent

and a Yale cylindrical

leverset designed to accept

Best style removeable
cores.

Circle 232 on Rapid Reply

Dynabrade's

Electric Dynafilc » II

The electric Dynafile®U

from Dynabrade, Inc. Is a

portable abrasive belt

machine that performs

grinding, daburring, and
polishing operations in

normally inaccessible areas

such as door strike plates

and door preparation. It is

excellent for steel and wood
doors.

A high-quality 2.5 amp
electric motor powers
abrasive belts 1/4" to 3/4"

wide by 18" long. Other

features include an
grgonomicaMy- designed
motor handle, quick and
easy changing of abrasive

belts and versatile inter-

changeable contact arms.

P$& c

Circle 233 on Rapid Reply
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4SCHWAB CORR
Ftre protection for your vita! records.

Click here for more information

DynaLock's

Deadbolt Lock
The 1300 series mortise

electric deadbolt lock from

Dyna Lock has a stainless

steel deadbolt It to.it-.jres fail

safe, where the bolt extends

only when flower is applied

and the lock is energized.

Interruption of power causes

the bcW to automatically

spring retract. The narrow "h

5/8" backset is a compact
design that allows for

installation where most
deadbolt locks cannot.

The lock mounts in

header or lock jamb plus top r

vertical, or bottom door stile

when power is transferred lo

ihe door.

Circle 234 on Rapid Reply

Glynn-Johnson's

New Flush Bolt

New Glynn-Johnson
FB9 and FB10 constant-

latching flush bolts in-

corporate interchangeable

face plates on a uniform

heavy-gauge stamped
body, to improve production

and reduce inventory. In

addition, a built-in dead-

locking feature prevents

manual retraction of the bolt

from the strike when the

auxiliary bort is retracted.

The new flush bolts are

available in two models:

FB9
P
for use with metal

doors, and FB10
?
for use

with wood doors.

EMX Inc.
1*

Key Reader
EMX Incorporated of

Cleveland, OH is

introducing a new key
reader, the CK2Q. This

simple, but unique key
reader does not need
alectrieity for operation. It

provides dry contact output

for a variety of control

boards.

This vandal proof unit is

used in multiple dwelling,

parking lot and other

access control applications-

Circle 235 on Rapid Reply

Granite Security's

Gun Safes
Granite gun safes are the

first and only safe available

to be listed by U,L.

specifically as a gun safe.

Key features include:

firelined door and body,

radius corner door design,

bolt detent, anti-drive locking

mechanism, certified hard-

plate, 1 inch locking bolts, 5

coat high gloss metallic pain

finish availabte in six colors,

hand painted logo and doer

accents, elegant interior

designs, lifetime warranty,

and tree replacement
guarantee. Absolutely no

factory direct retail sales.

Circle £36 on Rapid Reply Circle 237 on Rapid Reply
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Howard Mfg.'s

Pressure Gauges
Determining proper

opening/closing force tor all

types of doors has been an
ongoing problem for many
professionals.

ADA, (The Americans
With Disabilities Act) the
Uniform Building Code,
ANSI Fire Door Code and
Uniform Fire Code all

conl&in specific
requirements regarding
door opening and/or closing

force.

Howard Manufacturing
Company's door pressure
gauges come in two sizes.

The larger of the two
instruments tests door
pressures up to 35# force,

while the smaller one
determines door pressures
to7#,

These instruments are
accurate, inexpensive and
pocket eaxfyable.

i i i 111 i m
CirclB 23S an Rapid Reply

Triple Threat

From Ideeuz
The Triple Threat,

available from Ideeuz
international, was created

by RomaCO Inc. Their
knowledge and expertise in

the lock-out industry led

Romaco to package one
each of their patented
Wonder Tool, patented
Zinger SNde-Lock Tool, and
the new Invader.

The slim design of ihe

Invader will eliminate the

need to remove any
moldings, yet the Invader
still has the same Romaco
toughnoss built into it.
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HPC's Automate™

Key Duplicator

HPC 1

* Automate™ is a
fully automatic key
duplicator. The completely
automatic action allows for

total hands-free operation.

The entire cutting cycle ot

the Automate™ takes only

20 seconds. It has
reversible jaws which allow

it to cut a wide variety ot

keys. The spring loaded
carriage assures consistent

duplication. The machine is

designed to out accurate
keys effortlessly. It is

available in two different

models 6666HQT (High
Quality Tool Steel Cutter}

and 66S6HGC (High
Quality Carbide Cutter.}

Circle 239 on Rapid Reply

Garda Collection

From Italbrass

The Garda collection

handcrafted in llaly in solid

brass, is a new door
hardware line from
Italbrass

Shown below is a

sample of this simple and
beautiful quality door
handle.

All screws are
concealed, and all roses
are spring loaded to avoid

sagging. Garda Hardware
is available in passage,
privacy, dummy, mortise,

deadbolt or narrow lock

functions.

Solid brass escutcheon
plates are available with

many of these lever
designs

Circle 240 on Rapid Reply Circle 241 on Raptd Reply
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Jet's Bulk Packed

Key Blanks
With an ever increasing

demand for key blanks
packed in boxes of £50
versus the standard
packaging of 50 per box.

Jet Hardware has
introduced their "250 Pack"

program, Based on
popularity of both home and
auto keys, Jet has taken
twenty-two of the numbers
most widely used and
boxed thorn in heavy
corrugated containers.

The "250" pack program
uses the same 'Ditto +

h

series key blanks which is

found in their fifty per bnx.

Among the advantages
that are to be found by
customers who cut a

volume of keys is inventory

control. The other is a

reduction of price to which
is achieved by less

handling and the use of one
box versus five,

Circle 242 on Rapid Reply

Keedex's New
Roll Pin Kit

Keedex Manufacturing
announces the new K-RP
Roll Pin Kit. This kit

contains an assortment of

19 different sizes of zinc

plated, steel roll pins, most

commonly used by

locksmiths. Included are

sizes 1/16" through 5/32" in

diameter and 3/6" through
-1-1/2" in length (18 different

sizes in all, 460 pins total).

All are packed in durable,

13 compartment plastic

boxes. Re-order numbers
are included.

Circle 243 on Rapid Reply

Kenstan Lock's

Cabinet Locks
Kenstan Lock &

Hardware teams with

Medeco to offer a high
security line of showcase
and cabinet locks. These
include: cam locks,

drawer/door deadbolt locks,

springing snap bolt locks,

slnndard plunger locks,

security T-boll plunger
locks, showcase ratchel

locks, and customized locks

with Medeco cores.

Available In commercial

or restricted/Biaxial key
way. They offer keying
customized to your
specifications.

Key-Trak: A New
Security Solution

Key-Trak was a weli-

kopt security secret until its

recent discovery by the

Department of Defense and

over 300 other businesses

across the country, How its

application for many
industries has security

managers taking note.

Any business which
allows employees access to

keys has accountability

problems. Employees are

oflcn negligent In returning

keys to their proper place.

This recurring problem
results in wasled employee

time, cost of key
replacement, even theft.

Circle 24^ on Rapid Reply
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medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity. Ingenuity.,

security solutions.

Click here for more information
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Knaack's New
Van Storage Line

HA greatly expanded line

of Weather Guard Van
Interior Shelf units, drawer
units, Jockable cabinets,

parts cabinets, bulkhead
partitions, and van root racks

are available to fit all

domeslic full size and mini

cargo vans, including '93

model Ford and Chevy ware.

Components are constructed

of heavy gauge steel with the

white Armor-Tuf bonded
plastic coating that resists

chipping and peeling

Modular integrated design

features allow the

professional craftsman to

combine components into an
interior package design that's

just right for his needs.

Digital Time Lock

From LaGard
LaGard Inc. has

announced the introduction

Ot a new digital time lock

'love merit. It features full

seven day programming,
quartz movement, and full

function digital display. All

programming is done with

the wind key. Turn the key

to get each function
flashing {days, hours,
minutes) then "change what
fs flashing."

The product fs the result

of a joint development effort

between LaGard and
Ciposa Microtechniques of

Switzerland.

Circle 24G on Rapid Reply
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Circle 247 on Rapid Reply

Liberty Hard.

Arch. Catalog
Liberty Hardware Mfg.

Corp. announces that its

new &0 page Architectural

Catalog is now available.

The new catalog launches
a new era in Liberty's

offering of Architectural

products by adding new
products not previously
manufactured by the

company. Included in these
now additions are a vast

selection of locks, some of

which are with levers,

removable cores, locks
which meet handicap codes
and many others.

Liberty's door closers,

exit devices, cylinder latch

and deadbolts, pivols, flush

bolts
h
levers handles, offset

arms and channels, hinges

and many other items are

also featured in thgi new,
vastly enlarged catalog.

Circle 243 on Rapid Reply

LCA's Multi-Lever

Flat Key Lack
LCA (Lock Corporation

of America) offers a multi-

lever Mat key locker lock

that is the latest

improvement in lever
security, As many as 7

levers, including a masts r if

required, restra n the solid

Zamak lock bolt.

This patented
construction provides an
alcoloy-brass bank of

staggered interlocking

spring arms, constantly
exerling a force on all

levers. To open the lock, a

precise cut key is inserted

into the rotatable ksy guide

wh3ch„ in turn, moves the

embossed, heavy duty
latched levers which secure

the bolt,

Circle 249 on Rapid Reply

HPC has it all :

Key M achines, Software, Books, Car
Openers, Pick Sets, Tool s, Door Guards,

and Key Cabinets

Click here for more information
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Locknetics 770

Smart Entry™
The new 770 Series

Smart Entry™ Access
Control Sy&tem consists of

two major components: a
heavy duly digital keypad and
a versatile CPU controller.

This system is compatible
with virtually all electronic

locking devices and is

engineered for interior and
eaterior use. Designed with a
narrow, low profile, the

attractive keypad can be
used in a myriad of

applications. The versatile

CPU controller offers multiple

mode capabilities, pro-

grammed from the keypad,

Circle 250 on Rapid Reply

MAG's New
Latch Guards Line

This complete new line

of latch guards, adapter
rings, scar plates, filler

plates, adjustable extended
lip strikes, and ASA sirikes

is packaged in the M.A.G.
traditional approach. Many
of these items have very

unique features that make
more universal application

and easier installation.

This line is being
introduced at up to 25%
lower prices during the
ALOA Convention, #721-
723.

V" r,v.J J

Circle 351 on Rapid Reply

Master Lock's

Info. Display
Informational, tnieractive

and modular describe a

display introducing Master
Lock Tough, a now line of

door lock hardware

Featuring bold, crisp and
compelling graphics, the

merchandising system
provides in-depth information

on Master Lock's innovative

features, including easy
installation, high security, and
the ability tn be re-keyed tO

match any other brand of

lock. Importantly, the display

consumes a minimum of

pegboard space.
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Maxton Introduces

Movable Locks
Maxton Lock Company

Inc. introduces the Maxton
Cable Lock, a security device

that guards against theft of

office machines and small

computers, yet allows Ihe
equiprnenl to move freely.

The new Model M1C
secures equipment with a 5-

foot, vinyl-covered aircraft

cable and pick- resistant, free

spinning lock Both the cable

and lock attach io a desk or

table leg to avoid drilling on
work surfaces. The Maxton
Cable Lock allows machines

to be easily moved, yet

provides maximum security.

Circle 352 on Rapid Reply Circle 352 on R-npiri Reply

MDS Expands

Diagnostic Line
MDS Incorporated of St.

Petersburg, Florida is

happy to announce that

ihey are back in the

locksmith market with an
expanded line of diagnostic

products.

At ALOA, MDS will be
demonstrating Iheir new
flexible horoscope system
as welJ as other new and
unique locksmith tools.

MDS invites all locksmiths

to stop by their booth (no.

1037} and visit with Audrey
Harris and Paul Butler.

Medeco's Patriot

Defends Security

Medeco Security Locks,

Inc. has introduced a new
high -security lock program
with its Patriot Tour '92.

This program gives
locksmiths the advantage of

a unique keyway
h
a simple

yet tamper- resistant method
of key control and key blank

accountability, and a fast,

efficient way to service

customers,

The Patriot lock program

uses a customer key control

card to obtain key dupli-

cates.

m̂ ... .....

Meilink's

Gibraltar's

It's no longer necessary

to choose between
burglary or fire protection

for your records or

valuables. Meilink's

Gibralter series gives you
the double benefit of tool-

resistant security and fire

protection in one safe.

Meilink's composite
safes, Gibralter series,

hava a UL listed TL-30
burglary rating and UL
Classified Class 350*1 hour

rating, The thick high-

security walls are
constructed of heavy-
density Proteclo^Cel
asbestos-free composite
material. The massive 4
1/2" ihlck door resisls

modern high- pressure
drilling and cutting tools.

National Security's

Magnum Plus
The largest safe offered

by National Security Safe is

the Magnum Plus. It offers all

the features of the Magnum
and is a foot taller and -4

i-nchg-s wickir and deeper for

more storage capacity.

Standard construction

includes triple-wall thermal

insulation. The door has 20
locking bolts, & on each side,

2 on top, and 2 on bottom.

Available options include:

gold plating on handle and
lock dial, brass hinge caps,

and brass safe lamp.

'SBT I
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Paragon's Ignition

Cut Off Switch
Paragon Security Corp.

proudly reintroduces to the

US Dealer Market the
Magic Switch™ , A passive
ignition cut-off that protects

your ear. Features include;

a valet mode and LED, The
Magic Switch™ uses no
toggle switches nor any
push or tape switches. The
switch is the driver.

Il's easy to install and
simple to use with the
ability to interface with other

alarm systems.

Circle 35& on Rapid Reply

Prince Song's

Key Light

The Good Luck Key
Light from Prince Song
International is very bright

and easy to use. It fits most
house and car keys and the

ignitions on GM, Chrysler,

some Fords and most
foreign cars. The battery,

which is included, is tow
cost and commonly
available,

The key lights come in

six colors, two each color

per box of one dozen. An
attractive display board is

includ&d.

Circle 359 on Rapid Reply

Qualtec's PC

Anti-Thaft Product
Qualtec Data Products H

Inc. announces their new
heavy-duty anti -theft

product that is ideal {or

security PC's, laser printers,

facsimile machines, copiers

and other office equipment.

The HD 1000 secures
equipment by means of two
steel encasements; each
measure 1,75 inches wide
by 8 inches long. They can

be placed under the
equipment in any
configuration, therefore
giving the user the flexibility

to secure any equipment
and not obstruct ventilation.

Circle 350 on Rapid Reply

R.B. Enterprises

Supplies Monitor
R.B. Enterprises intro-

duces the Monitor 4000
Security System. The Monitor

4000 is an anti-pilferage door

alarm that is designed to

work around the clock to

prevent staff, suppliers, gr

intruders from using the back

door or any security sensitive

door without authorization.

Current monitor uses
include many major fast food

and chain nestauranls.

Pilferage is a major factor

in bottom line loss in most
industries, Remember, no
matter what kind of alarm you

have, if it is not turned on
K
you

might as well not have one.

Circle 361 an Rapid Reply

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

TM

Click here

for more
information

Providing quality

tools, parts, and

service for

the security

professional.
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Rutherford's

Electric Strike

Made lor rim exit/devices

the Model 0161 electric

strike from Rutherford solves

the problems of Security,

installation, and device
universality.

Deadlocking is assured
with the "Pullman" type latch

and the ramp design is

universal for deadlock triggers

and pins.

The 0161 is non-hand Ed,

with two slots with cap
screws for positioning. Two
more cap screws secure tha

final location. Its furrow-type

adjustment allows correction

of misalignment without
changing the original prep.

Circle 362 on Rapid Reply

Safety Tech's

Entry Stopper®
The Entry Stopper from

Safety Technology
International Inc. is a highly

rnliaWa nlnrm thnt is unique.

It requires no installation of

any kind. Just hang it inside

on a doorknob, activate

it...and leave. A 30-second
delay allows easy exit. If

anyone then touches the

outside of the doorknob
[even with gloves on). Entry

Stopper Jets the world know
with a high-pitched alarm,

Because of its unique and
patented design, It turns any
doorknob into a highly

sensitive security system.

(Not for metal doors.)

Circle- 363 on Rapid Reply

C.E. Sanders

Keyholder™
The Sanders

Keyholder™ is a multi-

purpose keyholder, from
C.E. Sanders.

Keys slip on and off with

ease - no broken nails. It

clips onto belts, pants,
swim trunks, pocket?,
purses, etc.

For pocket comfort, keys

fold inside square and take

up no more room than the

keys themselves. It also

organizes keys: house key
on one side of square, auto
key on apposite sids r This

make them convenient to

find when in the dark.

Circle 3&4 on Rapid Reply

SandStrom's

Aerosol Alternative

Poxylube CP-200 lock

lubricant is currently applied

by aerosol. Now there's a

new alternative. How CP-
200 is now available in bulk

to be used in a refillable

pump type spray container.

Poxylube CP-200
continues lo keep key locks

moving freely and protect

the works from wear and
corrosion.

Circle 36$ on Rapid Reply

S&Gs
Switch Lock

Trusted by major
railroads for more than 10

years for securing railroad

switches^ Sargent & Green-

leaf is now introducing its

enhanced, froeze-resistant

Switch Lock with new neo-

pronc O- rings, The addition

of the O-rings around the

shackle holes of the padlock

prevents water from entering

the lock body and freezing.

S & G enhanced its

patented lock design after

need was express ed by a

major railroad company for a

padlock lhat would be easier

to open after prolonged wet

and freezing conditions.

Schlage Offers

ADA Guidelines

Schlage is pleased to

announce the availability of

I he Schlage door hardware
guideline to the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).

This four page ADA guide

looks at the overall impact of

the legislation on the

commercial construction

sector, compliance issues

and deadlines, 1992 tax

incentives, penalties and the

Schlage family of ADA
compliance solutions.

Customers may contact their

local Schlage representative

and request a copy.

Secura Key's

Entracomp 27SA
The Entracomp 27SA is

a self-contained enrd
access control system that

provides more features for

the price. Featuring the

patented slotless Touch
Card reader, it is protected

Iron vandalism and
weather and is suitable for

outdoor installations in

temperature ranges from -

40 degrees to +160
degrees R

The Entracomp 27SA
has non-volatile memory
that controls up to 3000
card holders and can store

up to 2000 time stamped
transactions for later

printout.

ADA I nivalin mis ACt

SDC's Hi/Shear

Emlocks
The Security Door

Controls Hi/Shear™
EMLock® is a patented
locking design of special

alloy steel. It is fully

concealed in the header of a

door frame, and combines
the best features in fail-safe

performance with the most
advanced features in shear

lock design. The Hi/Shear

EMLock has surpassed
2,700 pounds tensile holding

strength, and will withstand

an attack that will deform p-r

destroy * door.

Exclusive armature
lateral alignment adjustment

and built-in field adjustable

auto relock switch are some
of Hie unique features in this

lock,

A

#j* &^^
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Sentry Lok's

Magnegard 9900
The Magnsgard 9900

series electro-maonelic locks

are high-powered devices in

attractively designed, rib-

reinforced, unitized, end
weatherized housings.

All models include as
standard features: A green
"Power-on status"* LED light;

a red "Locked Status LED
light to indicate secure
locking; a unique tamper
proof armature sex bolt

which resists wrenching in

either direction; twin end
junction boxes for wiring at

either end; remote monitor

capability for power status

and locked secure status, as
well as standard finishes.

t
m

Circla 370 on Rapid Reply

Sieveking Products

Flashlight Holder
Sieveking Products

Company introduces the
JAKSTRAP™ device to aid

the locksmith that is called

to do service in low light

situations. Using the Mini-

Mag lype focusing
flashlight, the JAKSTRAP 1 "

positions the light exacrjy

where you want it. With
both hands free, you can
pick locks, impression keys,

and open cars, Auto
emergency repairs,

changing tires and even
camping, the Jakstrap
holds the tight when you
need it most.

.

(J-\ >**
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Silca's Club Jr.

Is Newest Addition
Silca's Club Jr. is the

newest addition to their line

of top quality key machines.

The Club Jr. duplicates all

la $er/sidewinder keys likg

those on Mercedes, BMW.
Vplvo, Infiniti and Saab; it h^s
a variety of options available

for other specialty high

security keys. The Club Jr.

holds adjusting tola ranees as
fine as .001 5 F which is

important when duplicating

high security key

s

P

Circle 372 on Rapid Reply

Treskat Offers

Free Software
Treskat USA offers free

demo disks on several of

their best selling locksmith

programs. These demos
include CodeMaster the
computerized code book
Perfect Master IV for

masterkeying, and Keyman
the key blank cross
reference and management
software.

Circle 373 On Rapid Reply

Choose S&G Comptronic
electronic safe locks for...security.,

technology...tradition.

Click here for more information
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Turn 10 To

Display Racks
Turn 10 Wholesale will

be exhibiting a display rack

from Gardall and a display

rack from Meillnk that Can
triple your safe business.

It is proven lihat displays

can triple your small safe
business by creating point*

of-purchase sales. This
should be considered for

your lock shop.

Circle 374 on Rapid Reply

WD-40 Prevents

Sticky Locks
Locks can quickly

become sticky and rusty

when exposed lo moisture

But a light spray of WD-40
will tree sticky locks and
prevent potential build-up.

WD-40 is a water
displaces penetrant,
lubricant, and rust

preventative. It will lubricate

and clean sticky lock

mechanisms and seal the

surfaces with a protective

coating to prevent rust and
corrosion,

As WD-40 displaces
moisture from the metal
surface, it creates an
effective barrier that guards
against fulure moisture
damage.

w
Circle 375 on Rapid Reply

West Coast Chain's

Key-Bak
West Coasl Chain,

manufacturer of the Key-
Bak and Mini-Bak key chain

retractors announces their

long-reach retractor. It

features a 48" long

stainless sieel cable which

has a breaking strength of

over 95 lbs. and is of 7x7
strand nylon jacketed
GOft&truction for maximum
strength and flexibility. The
spring retractor mechanism
has been tested to over
100,000 cycles without
failure.

This smooth running
retractor is enclosed in a
rugged steel case only 2" in

diameter and weighs less

than 2-1/2 oz. The Long-
Reach Key-Bak is available

in both textured chrome or

black vinyl finish.

Circle 376 an Rapid Reply

Willow Bend's

Lockout Light Kit

A special "Lockout Light

Kit" available from Willow
Bend, has been designed
to provide light inside car

doo^s. It consists of an IC-3

Adaptor which directs light

from a; Mini MagJite AA rM

flashlight through 2mm-
diameter fiber optic strands,

coupled with new SA-1
Shaft Kit, which uses
butyrate shafts to make the

optical fibers rigid, aids light

placement inside the door.

Suction cups are provided

to secure the assembly to

the window glass.

Circle 377 on Rapid Reply

or
ANUFACTURING, INC

Every Instal I ation

Is a Sel f-Portrait
Of the Person Who D id It.

Autograph Your Work with Excel I en ce

Click here for more information
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Tool

Review.

by Robert Sievekirig

Mule Tool Door Openers

"These are a new set of manipulation toots designed to

allow you to bypass the lock, and open from the inside.

"

With the increased incidence of

electronic locks , in commercial

buildings and hotel/mole I complexes,

the challenge of emergency opening

has advanced beyond the pick «ncl

tension wrench. Again, one ingenious

locksmith rises to meet the the

challenge. 'Die "Mais Tool/' ftfitcntcd

by locksmith Bob Oyer, of Belmont,

California, is a simple device thai easily

bypasses even the most complicated

locksets,

Electronic locks and high security

locks that are simply not economical to

manipulate, present a serious challenge

for today's locksmith, "Destroy the lock

if you have to." is a typical order from

the hotel manager, anxious to reunite a

valued guesi wltIi his luggage, What
about the plant manager, at 6 a.m., who
can't open the factory, because the

electronics are "on the fritz again?" Hie
only access is by a touch pad or card

reader and electric latch. Sure, there is

a lock cylinder in the door* but it was

turned up-side down years ago. so no
keys could be used to enter The plant.

That was the last time the locksmith

was called. The locksmith, (hat they

"really didn't need," suddenly becomes
the man of the hour. The above

situations, illustrate the fact that there

are times when there is just no
apparent method of entry, short of

destroying the lock The Mule Tool

answers many of the "no other way
11"

openings with a simple nondestructive

opening technique.

With a name like the *Mule Tool,"

you'd think it was something heavy, to

"kick" the door in. The Mule Tools*

shown in photograph one, however, are

aclually manipulation tools. Shown
from left to right are the dead boll tool,

the emergency exit device tool and the

knob lock tool. These tools are

designed to enter under the door, and

manipulate the lock to Ihe open

position. We've all used the "under
glass"" tool, to open autos- The Mule

86 The National locksmith

1. Mgle Tool manipulation tools.

Tool is a logical extension of this

concept. The special tips rotate and pull

common lockset handles, to unlock or

open doors, A handy video, included

with the tools, helps you get started

right. As witli all tools, some practice

may be required, to gain proficiency.

Tlic deadbolt tool has two cords, as

you can see in phutograph one. The
small Cord controls the position of the

tool and the heavier cord manipulates

the turn button. In use, the tool is

passed under the door, as you see in

photograph two, and manipulated to

pass the heavy cord over the deadbolt

knob. (Set photograph 3.) With the cord

3, Pass the cord over ihe deadbolt knob.

over the knob, the smaller comrol line

is pulled, wrapping the cord around the

deadbolt knob. At this point, a pull on

the litt'ivy cord will draw the tip of the

rod to the turn button of the dead bo It-

Further tension will cause the tip of the

tool to follow the turn button around, as

you see in photograph four, to withdraw

Ihe deadbolt Manipulation of the tool,

from outside die door, will take a little

practice to complete in a timely fashion,

but the tool w-orks f;niii h well. "Hiis tool

is invaluable in the case of a lever type

lockset. The clear plastic piece, ihrt is

shown under the door, is very

important to the smooth operation of

the tool Brass trommels in the plastic,

act as slip guides for the cords, to

prevent them from fraying or being cut

as they are pulled under wood or metal

2. Passing the tool under the door
A. Tension on Ihe line moves the turn

button, withdrawing the deadbolt.

Click on border to view new company or issue
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doors.

The knob lock tool, was by far the

easiest ioo I to use, Most commercial

hoLel/mocd locks are single motion

locks, which is to say, rotating the

inside knob will retract the deadbolt

and latchbolt together The knob lock

tool is passed under the doort as before.

Turn the- tip of the tool up. This

prevents the lip of the tool from passing

under a rug on the inside of the door.

The tool is manipulated to an upright

position, and positioned at

approximately the center of the door.

Draw the tip of the tool lo the door, and

pass the materia] band over the top of

the knob. (Sw photograph 5.) At this

I ANn^ACTUfliiM:; n :

STRATTEC

TIk
National

LodmiiMil

5. Pass band over and contact knob,

pointy the bottom of the tool Is moved
in l he hingtf side of the door, and the

material band wraps around the knob

Pull the cord, being careful to use the

slip guide, under the door. The band

will tighten over the knob, as you see in

photograph six
P
conforming tightly to

6, The band Is lightened over knob,

the sha|>e of the knob with a non-slip

grip. Pull the cord lo rotate the knob,

and open the door. Photograph seven

shows a side view of the material band

over the knob.

The emei^gency exit device tool will

7. Side vtevw of unfl positioned on knob.

work on push bars that push down and

in. The hook is posted over the bar, and

the pu$1t bar is pulled down with the

attached cord. It is simple and most

effective.

The materials used in the

construction of these tools is top grade.

The cord 5 are high tensile braided

nylon
p
and the material band of the

knob tool is a special resilient non-slip

foam; truly high tech materials for a

low tech opening
1

tool

Bypassing the lockset, is a valid and

professional method of opening locked

doors. There are surely going to be a

lot of locksmiths out (here scratching

their heads and saying, NNow why
didn't! think of that?!

r,

S

SRi and Tech Train

Productions are the

automotive specialists -

your best source for

automotive tools,

manuals, and videos.

Click here for more information
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Peaks™ From Kaba

"Peaks has patented key control and easily retrofits into

the customer's existing door hardware.
tT

Like many American companies in

the 199G% Kaba High Security

Locks in Southing ton, Connecticut

ha& repositioned itself to take on
challenges of the hardware industry

over the next decade,

A part of Bauer Kaba AG. in

Zurich. Switzerland, Kaba High
Security Locks has a world wide
producer of high security cylinder*

and locking devices as Its "partner" in

the highly competitive security

Industry. Bauer Kaba maintains
facilities in Switzerland, Austria,

Germany, England, Spain, Japan and
Australia, as well as Che United States.

Kaba® products were first

marketed successfully in this country

when Bauer Kaba purchased the Lori

'-.

I

nifiinrrtiii^
!
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ffl W £
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Kaba'3 lull line of solid brass hardware.

Lock Company in Southington,

Connecticut in 1977. ""Bautir Kaba
enjoys such remarkable success in

Europe, it was natural for th£

company to purchase a U.S.-based

firrrC said Edward Murphy, president

of Kaba High Security [j>cks.

Kaba®. Gemini™ and Nqto®
products secure many of the world's

well known buildings like the Iwouvre

Museum in Franc e, the Swiss Bank
World Headquarters, and The
Singapore International Airport. Here

in the United States, Kaba is installed

in the Johns Hopkins Medical Center

and the Wake Forest Law school

among many other institutions,

Contfnv&tf on page 90

TM

It's your reputation

Trust the original .

Click here for more information
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GcmflnuBd from pags 88

Recently, Kaba High Security
Locks divested the commodity
|K>rtion of their business in order to

sharpen its focus on the proprietary

products in the high security and
decorative brass markets. "We're
proud of the Swiss connection/
Murphy said, "It adds sophisticated

research and development capabilities

and plain old stability." He added, "To

reinforce this transition and to avoid

confusion over the divested business

we changed our name from Lort

Corporation to Kaba High Security

Locks."

Today. Kaba High Security Locks

manufactures under the braid names
of Kaba®, Gemini™, Peaks™ NovaS;
and Brassworks™. All products arc

made iii a modern, fully equipped

factory in Southington. Connecticut.

Kaba Gemini, for example is a

distinctively different security system

with a reversible, dimpled key
matched to a 16 pin cylinder which

provides extensive keying capacity, [t

offers both the locksmith and security

management personnel world class

security; easily operational in bulb

mechanical and electronic door
hardware.

Late last year, the company
launched Peaks"" into the high

The I nnovation You
Expect, with the

Flexibility You Need!

Click here for more information

security market. Peaks" has paten tad

key control and quickly retrofits into

existing door hardware, eliminating

the need to replace expensive
lock sets. Peaks will fit Best, Arrow
and other interchangeable core

housings, while providing an ideal

solution for retrofitting standard
cylinders on the same master key

system. "Wetae given locksmiths the

perfect solution for retrofitting

interchangeable cylinders with

absolute key control/' Murphy said.

"Now there's no need to replace

hardware to obtain patented key
control, No special key machine or

special training is necessary,"

Peaks™ blanks and cores are

protected by two mechanical patents.

Only the factory can make the

cylinders and key blanks, and their

distribution is restricted. All programs

are based on contractual agreement

between the locksmith, distributor

and Kaba. Hie locksmith agrees 10

abide by the factory key control

liolLcies.

The patented Peaks key blank.

Each and every Peaks key blank h
marked at the factory with a unique

identification cod*- and drop shipped

direclly to the locksmith- Uy contract,

I his code may not be altered or

removed. Dealers agree to make
duplicate keys only for systems they

have sold.

Peaks keys are paracentric to

increase pick-resistance and may not

be clipped or punched. They can be

made on standard code machines
including Framon, HPC I200CM, Itco

Universal and rTL. Duplicates can be

made on most conventional key
duplicating machines.

Alt Peaks key $eciion& are new to

the industry, and may be gauged from

either the tip or the bow, Hie Victory

holds the stop tolerances closely, so a

Peaks key may be code cut from llir

tip stop and duplicated from the bow

stop, or vice versa. The tip stop

registers a Peaks key in

interchangeable cores
p
and the bow

stop registers them in conventional

cylinders.

Peaks offers two series of cylinder.

Peaks 140 is a full line of Best-style

Continued on pa$c 93
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Mortise, key-in- knob, and rim cylinders all key into one patent protected system.

interchangeable cores and

conventional mortise „ rim and kcy-i un-

knot* cylinders. All Peaks 140

products are (>pm with .140" pin-to-pin

spacing. Peaks™ 150 products are

interchangeable cores only, both 6
and 7-pin . They have .ISO" pin-to-pin

spacing. To combine interchangeable

core ami Conventional cylinders in [he

same keying system, .140 spacing is

required.

One pin kit is used for all Peaks™
140 and 150 products. Specific sizes of

bottom pins and build-up pins are

furnished a& spool-type to increase

pick resistance*

Peaks'" cores are pinned in the

same way as Best-style cores, A2
system pin stack height is 23. A4
system pins arc available and the

stack height is 14. The patent

chamber is built inljn the, core at the

factory, so the locksmith need only

install the proper operating pins.

Peaks 1 "1 150 corns c^a be closed with,

ex i sling Rest-Arrow capping too is. For

Peaks™ 140 interchangeable cores,

the pinning method is identical bat a

Peaks™ 140 spacing core capping

block is required. In a system that

combines interchangeable cores and
conventional cylinders, the control

key combination is ignored when
pinning the conventional cylinders.

The stack height for conventional

mortise and rim cylinders is 19 and 15

lor key-in-knob cylinders.

UncoTnbinatcd conventional

Peaks™ cylinders come sub-

assembled and are top-loaded the first

time. Thereafter, they are rekeyed
with a Peaks™ follower. The proper

technique is to turn the plug 130

degrees, withdraw the plu£ until the

patent pin is visible, turn the plug off

center and remove with the follower

For the locksmith key sections,

locksmiths write their own bittings

and establish reasonable key control

formalities with their customers.

Registered factory system s can be

ordered by sen [ling a completed
signature card with the name and

address of the end user. Additionally,

plastic card controlled product is

available through Peaks™
distributors. Vouchers are used to

authorize keys which are cut by the

distributor.

The Peaks™ program is available

through a variety of distributors of

high security products in the United

States and Canada. The company has

been marketing to locksmiths and

NAT I ONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a wide
range of equipment and services for the

Automotive Locksmith. From tools and hard to
find key blanks to transponder

programming, we can take the mystery out of car
service. We accept credit card orders, and can ship

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com
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locksmith distributors for more than

thirty years and feels it's positioned

perfectly with its reputation for

quality, service, and product
in novation. Peaks1" is considered to

be a breakthrough product that

provides end users with key control,

economical installation, and ;m overall

superior security system.

Thi' lira ssworks™ hardware line

embraces solid forged brass
decorative entry locksets ami lever

handle interior sets. "Again we aim for

the ideal pro duet for a given market,"

Murphy said. "Brassworks™ is a

quality line of products destined far

upscale homes, office buildings and
commercial properties and it's priced

right. We were determined to market

a product that people can afford and
yet the locksmith trade can develop

and profit by." Brassworks entry sets

arc distinguished by a low profile

dead bolt that offers superior quality

and workmanship. Solid brass and
steel locking parts add to their

outstanding security.

Brassworks exterior door
hjindteset retrofits a bored deadbolt

Find lockset combination, no door
alteration or new doors are required,

The decorative line is stocked by a

number of large distributors in the

lock supply trade. Information on the

entire Brassworks line is available

from Sharon Berry, Brassworks™
Marketing Director

*We feel we've successfully
repositioned Kaba High Security
Locks,* Murphy concluded. "We're a

value alternative for the locksmith

looking for high security key control

and decorative brass products. We

offer dealers many ways to

differentiate themselves in the highly

competitive security industry."

For further information contact:

Kabn High Security Locks, HO. Box
490. Old Turnpike Road, Southington,

CT 06489, (203) 621-3601. §

> Partem P\n Stack

Security Psak

Exploded view of the peaks system.

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information

Click on border to view new company or issue



Keys In The U.S.A.

Keys.
"All Silca keys are produced to extremely rigid tolerances,

closely duplicating the original specifications,

"

Silca Keys U.S.A., Inc, has recently celebrated it's

third anniversary in the United States. They are a

[bughter company of Silca S.pA. in Italy that is world
famous for quality in both key blanks and key
machines. The company history dates back to 1770

F

unking it one of the oldest in the business.

Silca staff includes (from left to right): Massimo Blanchi,

President; Carole and Leslie; Dave Powell, General
Manager; Barney Goldberg, V.P. Sales.

Silca U.SA manufactures in Twinsburg, Ohio and
currently produces a top quality line of original-like

keys under the brand name of IMAGE in addition to the

complete line of automotive nickel plated brass keys
and rubber headed keys- they carry. A new line called

PRONTO has also recently been released featuring the
simple numbering system used by many businesses.
Specialty keys are also handled from this facility.

All Silca keys are produced to extremely rigid

96 The National Locksmith

The Silca factory's quality, accurate milling machines.

High speed coining, deep struck, clear and crisp.

Continued art page 99

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Ablankingprcss. stamping keys from strip stock,

standards as close to original manufacturers
specifications as possible. Comparators arc used

throughout the manufacturing process to assure no

deviation from the proper specifications in both

material thickness and millings. Clear, crisp coining

completes the process before the keys are burnished,

plated or lacquered rind boxed. All brass., nickel plated

brass and nickel silver keys receive the same quality

control,

Silca key machines arc known all over the world for

accuracy and durability. The ISKAVO U.S.A. replaced

the "ONE" that Silca produced for the American
market, The CLUB cuts Laser/ Sidewinder and dimple

keys and is the machine most requested by locksmiths

all over the world because of its' simplicity and

accuracy. The CLUB jr, was released to duplicate the

leaser / Sidewinder keys at a lower cost tor those shops

that want a dedicated machine. Other famous Silcsi

machines include the REKORD
n
POKER, CROWN,

CADEX GT40, SCOUT and the TSl Stamper. In the

rare instance that a repair is required the Twinshurg.

Ohio facility can usually repair a machine within 48

hours,

Silca U.S.A. is growing rapidly and has recently

expanded by adding a distribution warehouse alonjj

with additional production equipment and manpower. In

the spring of 1992, Silca LLSA is adding their first

series of commercial keys for the I.J. ft. market along

with a new catalog showing their expanded line. Plans

are to continue expanding unti\ they arc able to offer

Continued on pags W2

SCHWABCORR
Fire protection for your vitz! records.

Its net safe

unless its

Schwab Safe

Click here for more information
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* mm.
Silcn features quick order tilling, usually within 24 hours.

Washing before coining or plating,

the total Hinge of keys used in the Unites Suites .

Si lea is continuing to make a very healthy

investment in the American marketplace to assure the

locksmith alternative sourcingf for the highest quality

machine * ;iti<I keys. The company is famous worldwide

for their quality, service and support to the locksmith

trade .

Sllca keys and machines arc handled by most of the

locksmith distributors throughout the United States.

Contact your local distributor for information and
pricing. %

ASH
Inc.

ASP - Your Auto Service

Centerfor the World

Click here for more information
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by Brian Hignet!

Tubular Lock Impressioning

"You can make a good impressioning tool from a small

vise grips and a little dent palien tr

Radial pin or tubular lock

cylinders can be impression eel

using the same basic technique as

would be used in impressioning an

in line 5 or 6 pin tumbler cylinder,

Tli ;il is, binding Lhi 1 bo (lorn pins al.

the shearline and moving the key to

allow the tighter pins to mark the

key first* and so on until the key
turns ill the lock.

The principle with tubular locks

is the same, however the method of

obtaining the marks on the key is

different of course, due to the

nature of the lock and the round or

tubular key. To have good control

over the key and to make the job

easier, an inexpensive tool should

be made as follows.

Purchase a pair of ft
,r

vice grip

pliers (you may even have a pair in

your tool box). From a body shop
supplier, purchase a small panel
tient puller, (1 bought one for under

$20,000 Cut the" handle off the
puller and weld the shaft, and collar

supplied to the pliers as shown in

illustration one.

You now have a tool chat you will

find very handy for at least two
uses. (I guarantee you'll find a lot

more,) It is ideal for removing tight

spline keys from combination locks,

particularly the Stafast floor safe,

and of course for impressioning the

tubular lock.

We now have to prepare the
blank ready for impressioning; by

the way only use brass blanks.

Under no circumstances should you

try this with a steel blank. Using a

grinder of fl1c
h
remove the external

nib from the key, filing it flush wich

the tubular surface of the blank.

{See illustration 2.)

The next step is to prepare the

tip of the key to receive the

impressions from the seven pi us. If

you don't have access to a tubular

key machine at the time, you can

bevel the end of the blank all the

way around carefully wich a file at

about a 45 degree angle, (See-

illustration 3.)

medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader

in locking systems for security,

safety, and control.

Click here for more information

Click on border to view new company or issue



Weld shaft parallel to, or In line with

top. Jaw to obtain direct forward or

reverse thrust through jaws

Weld collar on shaft. Remove self-tapping screw.

Illustration 1

However, it is much easier, and T

certainly recommend that instead of

bevelling; the whole key* use a

tubular key machine to lightly space

up the key in the seven positions.

Then using a ft" file, carefully file

in your shallow starting cuts, at

approximately 45 degree angle to

Liu: key blank. (See illustration 4.)

The bevel or angle must not be too

severe as si number pin could be

too low to start with. Without the

angle or bevel on the key
N
the pin

impression marks are very difficult

to obtain.

Clamp the prepared key blank in

the vice grip pliers, and place the

key in the lock, depressing the pins

fully. Back the key out about 1/16"

(1mm) and apply turning pressure

to the pliers, which in turn allows

the key to put torque on the center

core, thus binding the bo Horn pins

at the shearline. Keeping turning

a ^

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Click here for more information

back ton lar bclorr applying turning

pressure, you will bind some top

pins. These top pins combined with

the bottom pins in the same
chamber, will still mark the kcy

h

however with every stroke of the

file you will be going too deep. We
don't want this.

Examine the bevel or spacing

cuts on the tip of the key and you

will see where the tight pin or pins

have left their mark, Using a 6" file,

carefully file at an angle where the

impression marks arc. Slightly

widen cuts, taking nil e he metal out,

do not file too much at a time, (See

illustration 5.)

Place key in lock and repeat

above procedure continuing to file

until key turns. If there are no

pins in the lock, quite often the key

will turn without having to bottom it

out in the lock, because we have
removed the external nib. Turn the

key to the "halfway position," (Huh

resting the pins between the pin

chambers. The pins are now of

course solid. Tap the k^y inward s
N

and excellent marks will indicate.

File carefully until the key works
when it is bottomed out in the lock.

This is necessary if you Eire going to

duplicate the correct key from your

impressioncd key. The
impressioned key looks ugly, but

can be decoded or duplicated on a

tubular key machine to obtain an

original looking key.

Impress toning these locks can be

done without the pliers and attached

slide hammer, by placing a

screwdriver through the hole in the

head of the key, torquing the key,

and tapping it inwards with a light

hammer, However the control you

have over the key with the correct

tool will assure you of much greater

success, and ks other uses, makes it

certainly worthwhile.

Just keep repeating the action

required to obtain the desired

marks. Bottom key out h move key
back a fraction, apply torque, slam,

release pressure, back out a

fraction, apply torque, slam, release

pressure, back out, etc. Once
mastered this is virtually a sure fire

method of opening and cutting keys

1 : ;l tubular lack all at once.

If a lock is tight or binding this

drastically reduces your chances of

pi [iking. Mushroom top pins and

varying tension springs found in the

higher security locks, can also make

Click on border to view new company or issue



Illustration 4

File- In, starting cuts at an angle.

Illustration 5

Fil& at an angle through the key ns shown.

picking difficult if not impossible,

but have no effect on the

Make yourself a tool and with

practice, you will probably never

haw. to drill a tubular lock again! §

The author, a new contributor, is

a locksmith from Australia, where

we ^{$a have many readers, GVayf

Choose S&G Comptronic
electronic safe locks for^security..

technology...tradition.

Click here for more information
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by Carl Cloud

Safe Opening Procedures

"Drilling open old or antique safes is often a 'play It by ear*

process, but it should be one with a plan.
"

Identifying old safes can be a

challenge. Cluca to the identity

include the shape of hinges, the type

and desijtm of1.be handle and die model

or brand of the combination lock. In

addition, a good knowledge of the

characteristics of older safe brands are

essential

Often, you'll see photos of unknown
safes illustrated in the various trade

magazines. The person submitting the

photos is hoping to fill some blank

spaces and certify a particular safe- It's

hard for a safe technician to answer the

question, "What brand safe is this?",

wilh
-

'

I don't know,
1 '

A real fanatic in identifying safes and

especially safe locks, is Dave McQmie, a

technical writer for this magazine. He
can raids off model numbers of safe

locks I've never heard of, His intense

research has compiled a vast library of

information and I have called upon his

expertise more than once,

I wouldn't venture a guess of how
many safes I've o|sened without liaviiig a

clue to their brand or manufacturer

Let's face facts. There are many brands

of old safes that had a very limited

production. Many of these safes have

never been documented in any of our

safe manuals or reference materials. You
may work on a safe and never see

another one like it in a lifetime! Regions

where the safes were built is another

factor. The older safes manufactured on

the east coast are rarely seen on the

west coast, and visa versa.

The need to know the safe brand isn't

essential for die opening of a safe with a

simple lost combination or lock

malfunction . {Keferring to older or

standard safes; not the modem jewelry

safes with glass re lockers, etc.}

Although, the first question posed to

your customer with a safe lockout will

be, "What is the brand of the safe?".

The answer to du: question docs one

of two things. Jt will slart the adrenaline

flowing because you're not familiar will)

the safe, or it will signify a simple

opening and you'll plan to do it before

your lunch break. The answer to the

question only determines die amount of

time that should be allotted for the

opening.

Drilling ppeu an ok! or antique safe is

often a "playing it by ear" process, but

with a plan. That is, do all drilling under

the dial ring so rejiairs will be concealed.

An undetectable patching of a hole in

the door and matching of the paint on Ein

antique safe will be almost impossible.

Most important, though, is to do all

drilling slowly and deliberately. You
don't want tojam or break any lock parts

—chances are n
you'll never find a

replacement for the broken part

In about 95% of the cases, a single

hole drilled through the dial ring will

open these old safes. I pick a drill spot

around two o'clock on the ring and
angle drill slightly toward the center of

the dial. A well placed hole in flic lock

case will offer a good view of all the

wheel gates and sometimes even the

drive cam gate. From here, ifs just a

matter of transferring to the drop-in of

ibe lock and open die door.

About transferring: )™ don't need a

calculator to add or subtract numbers to

the drop-in. When you align the wheel

gates to the drilled viewing hole, read

the dial at a center line vfihe h$k.

Confirm the found combination

tiuttiIhtk by running llu'-m jxpairi io this

center line. When all of the wheel gates

can be aligned perfectly at the drilled

hole by using the found numbers, you

are dicn ready to transfer.

To transfer the combination

numbers, draw a line on the dial ring at

the drop-in of the lock. (Such as 97 for

an S&G or 80 for a Yale 0C5 type lock.)

Run the found combination numbers to

this drawn line. The wheel gates will

move from the center line of the drilled

hole to the drawn line on the dial ring. If

(he safe doesn't open, draw a new index

line one number up and/or down until

the drop is found.

In photograph one you can see an

old, locked cast iron safe. I didn't

recognize the brand of this safe undl I

had opened it. Two clues should have

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Click here for more information

Every Installation

Is a Self-Portrait of the

Person Who Did It.

Autograph Your Work

with Excellence.
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triggered my memory; the absence of a

handle and the mini compression bar at

the edge of the door

Photograph l.w(.) shows the brass

(seventy numbered) dial and the small

compression device with its pivoting

handle, Yes
r
those arc drill holes or

aUempted [J rill holes above the dial area-

The customer had drilled several holes

in various locations in the safe body, He
was attempting to sec if anything was
within, the safe. After all, why pay good

money to have an empty safe opened?

I an^lc drilled a hole though die dial

ring ;li about number twelve, The outer

door skin drilled very quickly. The
insulation material was brown in color

and almost like powder It kept falling

?md filling i] | » the hole. I used a can of

compressed air to finally clear die hole.

The entry into the lock case was a

perfect Location to view the wheel gates.

It only took a couple of minutes to read

the gates, 1ransfer and open the safe,

When I saw the tall rectangular lock

case (k* photograph 3), I realized this

was a Chicago brand safe. Photograph

four is a close-up showing this unusual

lock case and wheel pack. My drill hole

am be seen just above and to the left of

the drive cam. (Note the odd shape of

[he drive cam.) There isn't any hardplate

in [Ills safe, but the lock is deep into the

door, about five inches from the door

face.

Identifying a new safe of a limited

produelion nan he just as difficult as

distinguishing some of the old safes. For

example, the safe in photograph five,

Tliis safe shows no surface labeling

or icIenlilit-Liinn of the manufacturer. An
outward observation provides some
facts. The dial and ring are of the

hiGard design, but die center of the dial

knob reads "Precision Products Inc.,

Lexington Kentucky." An assumption

would be that the combination lock is

also by Precision Products, which is a

clone of the S&G Rfi?30. Regardless, if

the combination lock was a LaGard, an

SAG or the Precision model, the drill

location for the fences is die same.

The distance from the center of die

dial [o the center of the handle is 5-1/$"

which means the handing of the safe

lock is probably either vertical down or

right hand.

By slipping your business card into

the crack between the door and door

frame, you will find the door thickness

to be one inch thick. The door is

supported by and swings on two

adjustable ball bearing type hinges. The
handle appears to be one manufactured

1. Unknown brand of cast Iron safe

V>^

M M

2. Seventy number brass dial and
mini compression bar.

3. Thick "stepped" door. Note length

of drill bit.

by LaGard.

You will find the original paint to be

either a tan or grey. Measurements of

the outside dimensions arc: 28"H x

19"W x 23-1/ ri). Although the safe

weighs approximately 550 pounds, (here

are pre-drilled holes in its floor to accept

mounting bolts,

The opening of this safe offers three

alternative^. First would be

manipulation. If this is not your

expertise, then drilling is the next

option. One choice is to drill through the

4, The unusual design of the

Chicago combination lock,

5. A modem unidentified safe.

door. Take your best guess for the

handing of the lock and drill for the

fence of lode If your hole doesn't show a

fence, you guessed wrong and now it's

the procedure of transferring to the

correct handed drop of the lock.

The second choice for drilling would

be through the side and/or top of the

body. Using these drill locations will

require a long viewing scope. The
opening method will involve reading the

wheel gates through the change key

hole in the lock case. This takes a licde

practice, but saves repairing (be door

and the replacement of the safe lock.

Let's look inside and sec what this

safe has to offer. {See photograph &)

The &afe is equipped with two

adjustable shelves, a coin rack on the

inside the door and a protecting plate

covering die lock and bolt mechanism.

Its 3-1/3" from the door face to this

caver plate. The 1" thick door and 1/2"

July 1992 111
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6. Interior view of modern safe.

body meets the requirements of the TH

burglary construction rating.

Photograph seven shows the heart of

the safe, the look and bolt works. This

photo displays the door in a locked

position while ict photograph ei^rhL, the

locking bolts have been retracted to the

unlocked position, Note that the

carriage bar, the flat bar with the two

angle guide slots, lias traversed upward

to the unlocked position. Only when the

correct combination has been run will

the rotation of the handle move the

carriage bar. The retractor pins of the

The
jNriurcd
[Locksmith

|

7. Bolt works in the looked position.

two locking bolts tide in flic angle slots.

As- the carriage liar moves upward, the

locking holts sire retracted.

The 1" diameter locking bolts in this

safe are punch resistant. The view in

photograph nine is looking downward
from [he top the door. S*^eit hertr is the

steel square tubing supporting and

guiding the locking bolts. The head of

the retractor pin for the locking bolt can

be seen resting in lLs. slot.

At the end of the locking bolt is a 1" x
1" x 3/4" steel "stop" block. This block is

aiiadied to the carriage bar. When the

8. The carriage bar moves upward
to retract the locking baits,

carriage bar is in the locked [josirion, the

block fills the space between the end of

the locking bolt and the adjacent

mounting block. The locking bolt cannot

retracl until the carriage bar has moved

the stop block upward and vacates the

area behind the locking bolt. In other

words, forget trying to punch the

locking bolls tiack into the door.

The bottom locking boll is controlled

«fN#C

SRi and Tech Train Productions are
the automotive special ists - your best

source for automotive tool s,

manual s, and videos.

Click here for more information
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9. 'Stop block" prevents punching
of the locking bolts,

by a sturdy detent device. [See

pkatogmph 10.) 'His detent prevents the

locking bolts from being extended while

the door is standing open. Without Litis

device, the locking bolts and the face of

the door frame could be damaged by

10. The locking boKt detent.

slamming the door shut with die bolts

extended,

The early models of this safe were

equipped with Lhe LaGard lock model

3330-2. This is the model with the

extending finger on the cover that

secures an external re locker. The
present version of this safe will operate

with the Ilco Unican group 2 lock (a

redesigned rendering of the old

Precision Products lock). The external

rclockcr is in the same location, one ;uid

three quarter indie* down from the dial

center.

A note about the Ilco Unican

combination lock The spindle is tapered

and is installed by pressing it through

^•*p
The

jNriurcd

iMufArrrLrt [Locksmith
|

the face of the did. If you attempt to pull

the dial, the harder you pull, the tighter

itbecomes on the spindle.

The safe is a sturdy, efficient and a

well buill unit. The door boltwork is an

excellent design and is serviceable by

the safe technician. Rring along a

handful of good carbide bits if the need

should arise to drill the hard pi ate

protecting the combination lock. You

won't find a U.L label on this safe, but it

has many qualities meeting the label

requirements.

So who is the manufacturer of this

safe? Answer: a small company in

southern California that specializes in

building custom and unique safes for

special applieacions.The Safe Man
Company is owned by Don Payne who

designs and oversees the manufacture

of lheir products. In only a few years of

operation, The Safe Man has become
the major provider of safes for national

chain companies such as P Jenny Craig

Weight Control Centers, Arby's Roast

Beef Restaurants, Sizzler Restaurants

and Nurseryland Garden Centers.

For product information or technical

service, contact Don Payne, The Safe

Man, 10651 Palm Row Dr., Lakeside, CA
92040, (619) 58M845. §

It's your
reputation

Trust the
original.

Click here for more information
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Masterkeying Program

by Regis McCafferty

"As with the initial program I wrote ten years ago, I

have kept this one very simple, written in Basic/*

To all my associates who have been

brow beating me at trade shows,

you win! Herein you'll find the IBM
compatible version of my master
keying pinning program. It has been
about 10 years since I wrote that first

version in TRS-HO format. I confess that

I converted it some Lime a^o to IBM
compatible but never got around to

cleaning it up so it could be published.

Although there are more advanced

programs available, Pve heard that they

(ire ei bit too soptusdeziljtd. Tt seems that

the most frequent demand made of us

is for a simple pinning chart type

program-

As with the initial program, I've kept

it very simple. It's written in BASIC,

The program is complete as is bat in

order Co keep it sborl 1 have delated all

the traps that would catch input errors

by the user. With only 67 lines, it

shouldn't take more than about 10

minutes to type it into your computer,

Once loaded, rill you have to do is

type RUN. You'll be asked lo input your

choice of master key and how many
keys you wish lo produce. Be sure to

follow the brief directions and insert a

comma between master key choices.

Unless you wish to modify the

program, you must input master key

bittings using even/odd numbers, (i.e.;

h 3, 0, 3
h 0, 3). If you do not, the

program will produce #1 master pins

which in most cases don't exist

Also removed From the program are

Lbc lines that limit maximum adjacent

cut differential. The printout will

include all mathematically possible

selections. J would strongly urge you

not to use any selection dial exceeds a

cut differential of more than seven. As

ao example
t

the program will

eventually print a key with bitfings 0-9-

0-74-3. While there are a few

manufacturers [bat tie permit use of

such a key, most would not. You can

get thousands of selections from the

programs without exceeding a cut

differential of seven.

Continued on page 118

The Innovation You Expect, with the
Fl exibil ity You Need!

Click here for more information
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Continued from page 116

There was a method to my madness

though, By allowing (he program Lo

use every available bitting, it will

produce page masters for you. When
you do a print out you should easily be

able to pick out the masters and
SLibniasters. A different level of master

is available for every page as well as

every four, sixteen and sixty- four

pages. Take ei look at lite sample print

out page. If you examine the change
key billing you should be able to pick

nut the master for Lliifc page. It is 0-3-4-1-

3-5.

Tve typed up a sample of what
ma&ter keys exist and what pages they

operate. You should be able to continue

it without much effort,

This program will produce 4096
change keys, 5 levels of master keys

and another Tour aubmastcrs on each

page, I can't imagine many of us

needing a system langer titan iliaL We
do a considerable amount of master

keying at my shop and have never

exceeded the limitations of the

program.

I've tried to write the program so

that it is very easy to modify bitting

selections. Lines 130 through 1 HO

contain the depth selections, Look at

line 180. It reads [180 DATA 6,8,0,2,41.

The five numbers following the word

DATA are the bitting depths available

for the FIRST' space on the key, The
program will only produce keys with

those depths in that space. Only four of

the numbers can actually bt used

though since the program will not

permit u&e of whatever number you've

selected as a master depth in that

space.

You could, if needed, change those

numbers to all odd numbers, (i.e.; :?,5,

7, 9
P 1). In doing so, all change keys

produced would have odd numbers in

that space. One very important

reminder though. If you do change the

bitting selections available, you must

also change your master key depth to

match the rotation. Your master key

bitting must be an odd number if you

use odd numbers as bitting selections.

If you don't you will produce #1 master

pins.

The rotation of bitting selection

depths on each line isn't really

important. As an example line 180

could read, DATA 2, 4, 6, 8
h

or DATA
0, 2

P 4, 6, 8 or DATA 4, 6, 8, F 2 and so

on. I like to mix the number rotation up

so tliar die first key printed isn't always

0-1*1*1.
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If you do modify the program,

remember that the bitting selections for

the first space on the key are in line

180. The second space selections are in

line 170, The third in line 160. The
fourth in line 150. Hie fifth in line 140

and die sixth in line 130.

One odier item to be aware of is that

the program can pause for several

minutes occasionally. It happens when
the computer is examining and then

rejecting any change key bitting that

might use a depth reversed for the

master key, The time iag can be

programmed out but that would
require many ]urttlle&& additional linos

for you lo type in.

IVe given you the six pin program

here. It can also be used for five pin

systems by just ignoring the sixth pin

on the chart. I have other versions of

the program available and if there is

enough interest 111 give them to Marc
to publish. The other versions include

one for Best type interchangeable core,

Kwikset six depth system,

Corbin/Russwin system 70 and
American and Master padlock. Write in

to H« Notional b&ckmifh if you want

them.

One note please. I've contributed my
efforts in this program to my fellow

retail locksmiths. I do not want it used

by schools, hospitals, manufacturers or

hardware stores. I freely give

permission to all exclusively retail

locksmith shops to make use of the

program in their businesses. I do not

give permission for it's use in part or

whole to any other individual, business

or corporation, including but not

limited to any local, city, stale or federal

government institution, educational or

institutional organization or any retail,

wholesale or manufacturing business

not directly and exclusively involved in

locksmUbing. §

Level 1 MK
Pagel 0-3-4-1-2-5

Page 2 0-3-6-1-2-5

Page3 0-3-8-1-2-5

Page 4 0-3-2-1-2-5

Page5 0-3-4-5-2-5

Page6 0-3-5-5-2-5

Page? 0-3-5-5-2-5

Page8 0-3-2-5-2-5

Page 9 0-3-4-7-2-5

Page 10 0-3-6-7 2-5

Page 11 0-3-B-7-2-5

Page 12 0-3-2-7-2-5

Page 13 0-3-4-9-2-5

Page 14 0-3-6-9-2-5

Page 15 0-3-6-9-2-5

Pag&16 0-3-2-9-2-5

Page 17 0-3-4-1-4-5

Page 10 0-3-6-1-4-5

Page 19 0-3-6-1-4-5

Page 20 0-3-2-1-4-5

Page 21 0-3-4-5-4-5

Page 22 0-3-6-5-4-5

Page 23 0-3-8-5-4-5

P&ge 24 0-3 2-5^-5

Page 25 0-3 4-7-4-5

Page 26 0-3-6-7-4-5

Page 27 0-3-8-7-4-5

Page 28 0-3-2-7-4-5

Page 29 0-3-4-9-4-5

Page 30 0-3-6-9-4-5

Page 31 0-3-8-9-4-5

Page 32 0-3-2-9-4-5

Level 2 MK
* 0-3-0-1 -2-5

Pages 1-4

*i 0-3-0-5-2-5

Pages 5-6

*0-3-0-9-2-5

Pages 9-12

4-0-3-0-9-2-5

Pages 13-16

4*0-3-0-1-4-5

Pages 17-20

+ 0-3-0-5-4-5

Pages 21-24

* 0-3-0-7-4-5

Pages 25-28

4- 0-3-0-9-4-5

Pages 29-32

With a top master key
bitting of 0-3-0-3-0-3

available MKs are:

Level 3 MK

4-0-3-0-3-2-5

Pages 1-16

* 0-3-0-3-4-5

Pages 17-32

Level 4 MK

4-0-3--0-3-0-5

Pages 1-64
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10 CLS
20 PRINT"SIX PIN MASTER KEY PINNING CHART V2.192"
30 PRINT"COPYRIGHT 19 82 REGIS MCCAFFERTY - ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED

"

40 EOR X=0 TO 950Q;NEXT X
50 CLS
60 DIM A(40}
70 L$(l)=" # CHANGE BOTTOM MASTER
NOTES

"

80 L$<2)«"
.

ir

90 INPUT" INPUT MASTER KEY DEPTHS USING EVEN/ODD, USE COMMA
BETWEEN ENTRIES ";D[Q},D(1},D(2),D(3),D(4),D(5)
100 INPUT "INPUT NUMBER OF CHANGE KEY NEEDED =" ;T
110 FOR D=6 TO 35
12 READ A(D)
13 DATA 5,7,9,1,3
140 DATA 2,4,6,8,0
150 DATA 1,3,5,7,9
160 DATA 4,6,8,0,2
17 DATA 3,5,7,9,1
180 DATA 6,8,0,2,4
190 NEXT D
2 00 FOR Y=0 TO 6 i LPRINT:NEXT Y
22 LPRINT L$(l}
2 30 LPRINT L$ [2)

24 FOR H=6 TO 10
2 50 FOR G=ll TO 15
2 60 FOR F=16 TO 20
270 FOR E=21 TO 25
2 80 FOR D=2 6 TO 3

2 90 FOR C=31 TO 3 5

300 IF A(C)=D[0) OR A(D}=D(1) OR A[EJ=D[2) OR A[F}=D[3) OR
A(G)-D(4) OR A{H)=D(5) THEN GOTO 370
310 GOSOB 4 80
32 N=N+1
330 LPRINT USING"##tt# = #-#-#-#-#-# #-#-#-#-#-# #-

#";N;A(C} ;A(D) ;A(E} ?A(F> ;A(G] ;A<H) ;B(0) ;B(1) ;B(2) ;B(3} ;B[4J

;

B(5) ?M(0} ;M(1) ;M(2};M(3} ?M(4) ?M(5)
34 LPRINT L${2)
3 50 IF N=T THEN GOTO 67 ELSE 360
3 60 IF N/16=INT(N/16) THEN GOSUB 44
37 NEXT C
3 80 NEXT D
390 NEXT E
400 NEXT F
410 NEXT G
420 NEXT H
430 END
440 FOR X=0 TO 3 1 : LPRINT : NEXT X
460 LPRINT L$(l)
470 LPRINT L$(2)
480 IF A(C)< D(0) THEN B(0}=A(C} ELSE B{Q)=D{0)

120 The National Locksmith
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490
500
510
52
530
540
550
560
57
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

A(D)
A(E>
A(F>
A(G>
A(H}
A(C}
A(D)
A{E)
A{F)
A{G)
A{H)

M(0)=L(
M(1J=L[
M(2)=M
Mf3)=L(
M(4)=L(
M ( 5 ) =L

(

RETURN
END

< D(l
< D(2
< D(3
< D(4
< D(5
=B(Q}
=B(1>
=B(2)
=B(3)
=B(4)
=B(5)
0)-B(
1)-B(
2)-B(
3)-B(
4)-B(
5)-B(

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

O)

1}

2)

3)

4)
5)

B(l
B(2
B(3
B(4
B(5

L(0)
L(l)
L(2}
M3>
L(4)
L(5)

}=A(D>
}=A(E}
>=A(F)
}=A(G}
)=A(H)
=D(0}
=D(X)
=D(2}
=D(3}
=D(4)
=D{5)

ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE
ELSE

B(D
B(2)
B[3]
B[4)
H[5)

MO)-.
Ml)=.
L{2) =

L{3)=.
L{4) =

L(5) =

=1311)

=D{2)
=D{3)
=D{4)
=D<5)
A{C)
A{D)
A {F.J

A{F)
A{G)
A(H)

N A T 1 O N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a wide
range of equipment and services for the

Automotive Locksmith. From tools and hard to
find key blanks to transponder

programming, we can take the mystery out of car
service. We accept credit card orders, and can ship

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com
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Hardware
Review...

Kwikset's Brass Handlesets

"Consumers can get a hands-on demonstration of the

new handlesets from a free display mount.

"

To reinforce its commitment to style

and quality, Kwikset introduces five

new forged brass handleset designs.

The latest entry door handlesets,

Introduced at the National Hardware
Show in August, 1991

p
will replace

Kwikset's 700 Series entrance door

hardware, according to Steve Price, vice

president of marketing for the Anaheim,

California-based company.

The new Sheridan and Monarch
models, of contemporary design, and

the Arlington series, with a colonial

traditional motif, are available in

polished brass, antique brass, antique

nickel and polished chrome. The
Chelsea colonial-style handlesets are

finished in polished brass, antique brass

ami antique nickel. The Mediterranean'

design Athens model is available in

cither antique brass or antique nickel.

'This is a product series that meets

the markefs demand for sophisticated

styling, versatility, easy installation,

reliability and security/* said Price, noting

I hat Kwikset lias pin ed special emphasis

on die quality components and upgrades

designed into the new products.

The innovative Kwikset handlesets,

which can be matched with interior

knobs or levers, arr manufactured of

solid forged-brass. These products
contain an all steel rack and pinion

met hanism, plus a separate matching

rose design, with a one-inch steel

deadbolt to resist forcible entry:

Two inl prior lever styles, aw well eis

six knob styles, are available in

combinations with single-cylinder

deadbolts and dummy functions in

Kwikset's new clear package design.

"New transparent^ wrap-around
packaging clearly shows the consumer

the handle-set style, finish, and interior

hardware at a glance/
1

Price said. The
buck of the package provides complete

step-by-step instructions for both
replacement and new installations^ as

well as simple illustrations of the basic

tools required, Kor ea^y assembly, he

126 The National Locksmith

pointed out, all component parts are

clearly identified.

For interested dealers, Kwikset also

has available a Kkninute video cassette

that was designed (o educate Kwikset

dealers' employees about the ease of

installing Kwikset products, and to

encourage consumer to upgrade their

door hardware to decorative handlesets.

"AfiiU lifetime warranty

guarantees the product
ft

Consumers can instantly get a hands-

on demonstration of the new handlesets

by means of a working display mount,

available free to dealers who order the

hardware.

"We've found this 'try-it-beforfr-you-

buy-it
1

approach to consumers to be a

highly effective sales motivator,"

observed Price, who said that the new
Kwikset handlesets, designed for

smooth thumbpkee pressure and

comfo rtable thu m bpi ece-to -hand le

distances are user-friendly to men and

women. "Our research showed that

women enjjoy using our new handlesets

V*

as much as m£n. who we've found

prefer heavier, more solid hardware/'

Designed to convert easily during

installation for either left-handed or

right-handed operation, the recently

introduced Kwiksei handlesets can be

keyed alike with any other Kwikset

locksets for side or back doom.

The finish on all five new Kwikset

handlesets has been double-coated for

extra protection. In addition, a supply of

premium polish h included in each new
product package. Used at the time of

insLilkition. (he protective compound
helps ensure a long lasting, elegant

brass appearance,

Kwikset also offers purchasers of the

solid brass handlesets a full lifetime

warranty, which guarantees that the

product (other than its finish) wiJ! be

free from defects and workmanship for

the duration of the time that tin-

purchaser owns the home in which the

Kwikset handWt was installed. Hie

warranty assures replacement, repair or

refund of the purchase price.

For additional information contact:

Kwikset 516 E. Santa Ana St., Anaheim,

CA 928034250 (714) S35ailL§

*?

CM^ea SlKrMan Monarch Arlinyion

Kwikset's five new forged brass handleset designs.

Alliens
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Talk..

by David Hall

Electronic Security

"Once you know if you need fail-safe or fail-secure,

then you can choose from among four types,
"

Electronic locking and unlocking of

doors is a product segment of the

security market which is sometimes
misunderstood. Locksmiths who may
be uncomfortable working with

electricity may steer clear of this vast

market. For the moment, let's ignore

the electrical controls, and instead

concentrate un the various types of

electronic locking products which are

available to the locksmith.

There are two questions you must
answer before choosing the type of

lock you will use. First do you want to

lock people out or do you want to lock

1>eo|)le both in and out? Second, in the

event of a power failure, should the

door be locked or unlocked? When
power fails and the door remains
locked, that is called Fail Secure.

When power fails, and the door
unlocks, that is called Fail Safe.

One you determine which of these

conditions you require, you can choose

from Eimong four basic locking groups.

Although there may be other groups,

these do cover the majority. All of

these products have certain

a dvan ta#c s and d i sa dvantagc s

depending on ih* situation, The four

groups are Electric Strikes, Magnetic

Locks, Electric Deadbolts, and

Electrified Hardware, Let's look al

each group individually

Klcctric Strikes h Advantages are

that you can use standard frame preps
h

with slight modification. They are

available both Fail Safe and Fail

Secure, generally use a low power
requirement, and are usually cost

effective. Disadvantages may include

requiring interaction with other lock

products such as a lock set or panic

ban this can make it difficult to choose

the correct product, There are limited

monitoring options, and they do not

necessarily fit all frames.

Electromagnetic Locks.
Advantages are that they normally

surface mount no no special preps are

The Conferd® 6320 double electro-magnetic lock from Rutherford.

?r

The 7119-Fail Locked electric strike

required. They fit most frames and

feature low power requirements. They

are easy to install, and are not usually

influenced directly by other locking

products. Plus there are many
monitoring options io choose from.

Disadvantages may include cost,

since the locks are priced higher than

strikes, they may have to interconnect

to other security systems, and are

available only in Fail Safe.

Electric Dcadbolte* Advantages

are that some are economical, are

usually quite strong, and they are

available both in Fail Safe and Fail

Secure. Normally they draw low power,

and do not have to interface with other

locking products. Disadvantages may
include the fact that some are

expensive, non-standard preps are

Rutherford's "cffeff'0161 aeries strikes.

usually required for mortise units.

Further they are against building

codes in some states for some
applications, and possibility ofjamming

exists.

Electrified Hardware. Advantages

include excellent appearance, and

availability in both Fail Safe arid Fail

Secure. Disadvantages may include

cost, some tuive higher power
requirements, and the electrical

portion goes on the door instead of the

frame.

TTiis is a very brief overview of the

most common electronic locking

products. Of course, features vary

from manufacturer to manufacturer.

These points are simply the most
common, If you are interested in

tapping into l his large market take

time to research the various

manufacturers and their products. ^

12K The National Locksmith
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Electronic

Locking...

A New Rofu Lock

"The 8011-003 can be used as a stand-alone unit for

single door applications or for multi-door systems.
"

ROFU International, Corp.
introduces a new ^feneration of

electro-magnetic locks for time delayed

egress applications that complies with

the NFPA 101 Life Safely Code, the

model 80 L 1-003 is ;i «l;iieof-the-art lock

that contains a highly sophisticated

microprocessor unit and an extensive

array of operating and interfacing

features. All electronics, control

eornjMjnentSp alarm sounder, and wiring

terminals are contained within the

wiring compartment of the lock.

Primarily designed for securing and

releasing emergency exit and perimeter

doors, the ROFU lock can be installed

on any door requiring alarm notification

and controlled egress. This system
allows the exit door to remain legally

locked for normal operation thereby

providing security from the building's

exterior and preventing unauthorized

egress from within. When an attempt to

exit is initiated, an alarm will sound and

the door's opening will be delayed for 15

seconds.

To satisfy both security and life safely

requirements, the system is engineered

to be completely "fail safe'
1

. It provides

immediate release of the locked door in

the event of a fire emergency or power
outage.

Installation is similar to that of

standard magnetic locks and requires

no modification to existing door
hardware. The magnet is fitted to the

door frame and the armature to the top

of the door by use of the installation

template. A complete line of filler plates

and mounting brackets for ease of

installation on wood, metal or glass

doors is- offered by ROFU. No
adjustment or maintenance is required

after initial installation. Operation is

straight forward and no special

knowledge is required by the installer or

user.

Ihe ^)l I (X)H can be used as a stand-

alone unit for single door applications or

configured into a mu!li-dour system for

130 The National Locksmith

larger installations. Wiring of a single

door unit simply consists of a 2 wire

connection to a local B.C. power source

and a 2 wire connection to normally

closed relay contacts in a fire alarm

control panel Each single door lock can

be powered by a small plug- in type

power supply of 0.5 am[*s or greater. A
D.C r power unit or A. C. transformer

with bridge rectifier will work equally

well

._._„ -
--

An important feature of this unit is an

internal hall effect bond sensing circuit

which greatly enhances the integrity

and security of the system. If magnetic

bonding between die surface of die lock

and (he <irrna1iJre plate is interrupted by

a foreign object or mechanical
misalignment, the full holding force of

the magnet will be markedly reduced.

The bond sensing circuit will detect this

condition and sound a distinctive alarm

pattern by repeating 4 quick beeps. This

signal will continue until the bond
violation is correct ed.

For traffic control or free egress

operation, provisions are contained in

(he 8011-003 lock for interfacing with

any bypass device, for example a push

button, key switch, key pad, or access

control system. Whenever a con Lac t

closure is received h the lock will de-

encrgize for die duration of die closure

and the alarm cycle will be inhibited.

When the closure is removed, the lock

will return to its normal operating state.

These same bypass devices can

similarly be used to reset the lock after

an alarm egress cycle.

In addition to the lock's internal

alarm sounder, a 12 volt D.C. output

signal is provided for remote alarming.

Apiezo l.yjie alarm unit is recommended

and the current draw of that alarm unit

should not exceed 50 milliamps.

Alternatively, a small relay can be driven

by this signal for connection to a

monitoring station or alarm panel.

Also, a set of internal relay contacts

that follow the on-off state of the magnet

is available for interfacing to other

devices, This form "A" single pole

contact arrangement is rated at 1 amp
and is closed when the lock is energized

and open when de-energized.

For multi-door installations, ROFU
offers both a 5 zone and 10 zone central

control and monitoring panel. The
panels function as a universal magnetic

lock control station and can

riccommodate time delay egress locks,

standard magnetic locks, or a mixture of

both. Requiring a different wiring

confij^unition than ibe srand-alone lock,

the panel utilises a angle source power

supply and supplies power to all locks.

An alarm sounder, a lull complement of

status lights and control switches, and a

provision for instant release of all

magnetic locks during a fire emergency

arc features of the panels.

This easy to install self-contained

magnetic locking system provides a cost

effective solution for combining security

and life safely itiio a complete door

management package. Designed to fully

comply with the NFPA 101 life Safety

Code, the unit is ideally suited for

installation on perimeter and emei^ency

exit doors in retail shops, department

stores, supermarkets, warehouses,

hospitals, nursing homes, schools,

airports
h
office buildings, or any facility

where both security and life safety must

be maintained.

UtiMng the same compact housing

and reliable electromagnet as ROFlJ's

standard series 8011-002 magnetic
locks, the microprocessor-based

Click on border to view new company or issue
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delayed egress model includes such

features as 12 or 24 volt D.C operation,

low power consumption of .025 amps,

and a convenient internal wiring

COTUj.:mr[]Tien[ with lerminal block-

An 85 dB alarm sounder contained

within the lock assembly provides 3

distinctive signaling patterns. Exit

attempts arc reported as a continuous

tone, a bond violation is represented by

repeating 4 quick beeps, and a fire

emergency produces a continuous on-

off beeping jkiItern,

Another distinctive feature of the

8011-003 lock is a red LED which
(lashes once \>?.r second to verify that

the system is active and working
property. The LED additionally provides

an accurate means of visually checking

the delay cycle timing sequence during

alarm and reports the status of the

magnet by flashing when the lock is

encrgked and offwhen dc-encrgtzed,

A special "watchdog" safety feature

has been incorporated into the design.

The microprocessor continually

monitors its own operation. If the unit

malfunctions or fails lo run as

programmed, the system will

automatically force the magnetic lock to

release and sound the alarm thereby

ensuring fail-safe operation.

When the attempt to exit is initiated

by pushing against the panic bar, the

slight outward movement of the door

activates the irreversible tune delay

cycle. The alarm will sound and the

uujgnet will release for free i^Kness after

a 15 second delay (30 seconds optional.)

This programmed delay will allow

building personnel time to respond and

investigate the exit attempt, The
alarming lock can be reset by either of

two methods. After egress, building

personnel can physically reopen and

close the door from from the inside for

rese^ or reset can be jjiXTOmplisbed with

a key switch or other external device

issuing a momentary contact closure to

the reset tenninals of the lock,

In some installations, a front-end

nuisance delay may be required to

prevent false alarms by inadvertent

contact with the panic bar. In

compliance with NFPA 101, the 8011-

003 system can be set to alarm

immediately or factory adjusted lor a

nuisance delay of 1, 2, or 3 seconds.

When a nuisance delay ls installed, the

panic bar must be pushed continuously

for die full 1, 2, or 3 seconds to activate

[he alarm and maintain ihe e^ess cycle.

Detection of door movement is the

technique used to activate the egress

cycle. A floating armature plate allows

the door to move outward

approximately 3/16", Activation is

accomplished through the use of an
inductive proximity sensor built into the

cover plate of the lock and art adju stable

melxil target knob aliaehed to die doon

This activation method involving the use

of an inductive sensor is a proprietary

method developed by ROFU and is

currently under patent pending Status.

When the door is closed and the

target knob is in close proximity to the

inductive sensor (about 1/16"), the

magnet is energised and (he alarm is

silent. When pressure is applied to the

door's release mechanism, a slight

outward movement of the door will

cause the target knob to move away

from the sensor thereby activating the

system and sounding the alarm. For
ease of installation, flic target knob is a

fully adjustable thumb screw device that

is simply adjusted in or out until proper

operation of the activating sensor is

achieved.

The model 8011-003 delayed egress

magnetic lock conies with a one-year

limited warranty against defects in

materials and workmanship. It is

available as a nrignelic lock only or as a

complete package including lock, power

supply, and door sign. Factory

pro grainuu ng is also available for

custom requirements or special building

codes. Rofu manufactures a full line of

security related products and controls to

support complete installations of single

door and multi-door locking systems.

For more information contact: Rofu

International, 3725 Old Concjo Rd.,

Newbury Park, CA 91320, (80S) 499-

0316. S

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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There's No Free Lunch!

"In my opinion, one of the gravest errors a locksmith can

make is not charging a service calL You have expenses!"

As incomprehensible as it might

seem to many who will read this,

there was a time (before mine) when
an individual could go down to the

local watering hole, and not only buy

a beer for a nickel, but get their

choice of an array of sandwich and

snack goodies., ..the "free" lunch.

By the time I was old enough to

patronize those establishments, the

best yon could hope for was some
peanuts and pretzels or, in the less

lip-scale plates,.,,.some popcorn.

Beer had gone Co a quarter a glass.

Even that might seem unbelievable to

some re&derfc younger than L

The thinking behind this

seemingly fiscal madness was that if

you gave the customer "something-

for-nothing/' Lhe customer would
spend more money in your
establishment. It worked too, Of
course, it benefited the establishment

that the free hindies of yesteryear,

and the pretzels and popcorn of my
generation, contained enough salt to

rcuike a person drink like a camel
after two weeks En the Sahara]

Now
p
sandwiches arc probably

(hree bucks, and I haven't bought a

beer in so long, I don't know what

they cost. I do know.,.. a nickel they

ain't.

The point is that there are no
longer any free lunches, or nickel

beers. Sad, but true. Today you have

to pay for everything, period!

1 know thm ymi know (his. I know
that my repeating it is a redundancy, I

also know that there are a fair

number of new (and established)

locksmiths out there who, in spite of

(heir knowing that there are no "free"

lunches, will still follow the "free

lunch/
1

philosophy by giving free

lunches without "sailing" the food!

In this case, the free lunch being a

free service call: The next time you

come by, stop in and make me a key

But, don't make a special trip,"

150 The National Locksmith

(translation: "1 ain't pay in' for no

service call!"). So, you "stop by" when
you're finished with a paying

customer that is two blocks., or two

miles away, and you make a key for a

buck- fifty! Your customer had the

benefit of a "free lunch" at your
expense without having to "drink at

your trough".. ..not even a nickel's

worth.

Now
h
if that hypothetical customer,

is. a "good" customer, one who spends

serious money with you... on a regular

basis, then you came out on the plus

side of the free lunch. However, if that

customer is an individual that

chronically calls you with She "when

you're over this way" approach, and is

never willing to pay a service call, he,

or she. is "eating" at your expense. If

the latter is the case, you need to find

a different customer.

The amount of money that is

11

serious
1
' find the call frequency of a

"regular" basis is something that you

have to determine to fit the needs of

your own business. One thing that I

can tell you is that one or two

openings, or one or two cylinder

changes, per year should not entitle

that customer to a free anything,.,

except a smile and a sincere
4L

thcink

you for your business/'

Case in point (fictitious):

"Honest Abe" Johnson, "The
Krcdit Kar King,

1
' calls you up and

tells you he needs a locksmith, and

"to jes' stop on by when ya'll are ovah

heah, and we'll do some bid n ess,

boy:" You have seen Abe's lot. He's

got more cars on it then they can

park at the Astrodome! He's also got

one, or two, full-time "mechanic a/lot

boys/' that do ninety-eight, and seven-

tenths percent of his lock work, and

moonlight repoing the "Krcdit Kars
1
'!

At any rate, you go "ovah" rind the

man, himself greets you. "Hey, boy,

it's good to meetcha! Let's go inta

mah office and talk some bidness.

boyl", The first "bidness" he wants to

talk to you about is "givin" ya' all mah
lock bidness", and "wat kin' a deal

you gonna give ol
1

Abe, boy?" You
think about a Meal

1
' for of Abe (while

looking out the office window at all

those cars!) and quote him a
u
flaL

,h

rate per car including the service call.

"Hie first
IL

bidues*" you get from ol
r

Abe is a twenty-year-old Mercedes ("I

got me this heah Mar-Say- Dees, boy
Jt

)

with a broken ignition switch, You
grit your teeth and think about "all

those cars on the lot. The next

"bidness" you get from ol
r Abe is

h

'The dad-gum bookkeeper went to

lunch, boy r Give y'alls bill to the

sec'tary, and 111 sen' y'all a check!"

Then comes the "Hey, boy, bow l

bout

stoppin
r when y'all arc ovah this way"

routine. Then, after you have cut the

kev, "Jest add it to your next bill, boy,

y'all heah!".

Now,. uP Honest Abe, 'The

Kredit Kar King" is into you for a

"Mar-Say-Dees", a car opening (his

"mechanics" could not get it open,

and you had to repair the linkage!), a

trunk key for a customer that Abe
sent to you fTTall ain't goin

N

to charge

ol
1 Abe for a service call, are ya

p

boy?"), and the key you "jest stopped

by
1
' to make. He got the Tree lunch"

and you (since ol' Abe has not sent

the check) couldn't buy a beer if they

were still only a nickel!

The next (and final h
if you're

reason Eibly competent) "bidness" that

ol' Abe "gives" you, is when you try to

collect the money he owes you.

"Gawd, A'mighty, boy! I thought you

and me could work t'getha, son- But

y'all is jes' bad as the rest o' them
there locksmiths out there! Tall ain't

the only locksmiths ya know, Now,

y'all git off mah prop'ty raht now, ya

hcahT. If you're very, very, lucky ...

you might leave with a check.

On the other hand, there are some

Confl'nuBd on page 152
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Continued from page 150

very fine, and lucrative accounts out

there. They provide you with good,

solid, repeat business. They pay their

bills within a reasonable time frame;

and „„they Eire not looking for

"somethi ng-fo r-nothing.
*

It is these accounts that you
want to "treat" to a free lunch

occasionally, Either by not charging

for some small, and simple job, or by

not charginj? for a ''repeat" call when
you have had to make a second trip to

complete a job, And when you
iL

give
M

chat "free" lunch, don't be shy about

letting your customer know that it is

your way of saying you appreciate

r heir business.

As I said earlier, you have to pay

for everything For gasoline and oil to

run your service vehicle- For
insurance, depreciation, tires rind

repairs. TTicsc are all direct costs to

you. These are costs that you cannot

cover completely with your profit

from the sale of merchandise
(otherwise, where does your profit

come from?). You cannot cover those

costs with your installation charges-

The only way to cover those cost is by

charging a reasonable service call.

In my opinion, one of the gravest

%SCHWAB CORR
Fire protection for your v/SaT records.

It's not safe

unless it's

Schwab Safe

Click here for more information

errors a beginning locksmith can
commit is to fail to charge a service

call to all of the people or businesses

that locksmith does work for. It is

easy when you arc just starting {I

did), to fall prey to the "jes
N

stop by"

routine. The real problem surfaces

when you find that you can no longer

afford to
H
jcs

p

stop by". Because at

that, point you have come to the

realization that [Sine is money The
reason, that realization becomes a

problem is, the "customer" does not

want to pay you for "Jeg." stoppin' by"

since "y'all are ovah he ah anyways"

and ... you wind up losing that

customer!

I can relate to the fact that many
of you probably felt thai you could

really "win" a particular customer
over by showing them that you were

willing to meet them halfway. In

reality, you have let them know that

the lunch counter was open, and you

were buying.

So
h
how do you deal with the

"Honest Abe's" that you encounter?

By letting them know that you will he

glad to do "bidncss" with them. ..on

your terms! Give the "Kredit Kar
King" a flat rate per car if youVe
inclined to do so ...but let him know
that "Mar-Say-Dees/

1 "VATS/ 1

and

other "specialties'
7

are not included in

the flat rate, Also, let lbem know that

you expect a certain amount of

"bid n ess
1
" 1

from them every month...

or no flat rate. Above all, tell them up

front that you get paid when ynu do

the job.

Fortunately, the majority of the

work you do will be for the good
h

solid accounts I mentioned earlier.

You know, the ones you don't really

mind giving a free lunch to

occasionally. Anyway how do you
"salt" the food to keep them "drinking

at your trough

?

,h By learning

everything you can about what you

are doing. Every bit of knowledge
that you can garner about your trade,

from whatever source, will make you

a more competent locksmith. The
more competence you Can exhibit to

your customers, the more confidence

they will have in your abilities.

As a novice business person just

starting your own shop, or as an

established lockshop, increasing you

knowledge (and thereby your
competency), will lead to increased

scales and profits ... even though there

are no longer free lunches and nickel

beers! §
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Trade

Talk...

Sharpen Those Cutters!

by David J. Deue!

Would you like to make more
money in your key cutting

operation? If you would like to earn
higher profits for your company you can

easily do this by recycling something

that you have an ever increasing supply

of dull key cu Ming wheels.

If your business is like the majority of

our sharpening customers, you have
gathered quite a few dull key machine

cutters over the years. At today's [>rices

for replacement cutters, you have a

subataniial investment in dull wheels.

There is no better dmc [km Ihr [iivseni

to seriously consider the bruefits of

using sharpened cutters on your key

machines,

Gil-Ray Tools Inc. has been actively

Sharpening va AppiacemviiE

" 1 1

1

l-i_ r- 1 il - 1

=mI In .>.hn>>i|

lkpljf.-.iV|iirl :":
: :h I -.hi 5 .-h

involved in manufacturing key machine

cutter wheels since 1345. Our mail-in

cutter sharpening service can keep you

supplied with nil the sharp cutters youll

need at very economical rates.

Thti amount that y&u tan save by

using slwrpencd cutkfS instead of buying

new wheels witl quickly add up to greater

profitsfor your key cutting business.

Most cullers can be shaipcncd 5 or 6

limes, some can be sharprm-d inure.

Because we sharpen dull cutter* to

factory blueprint specifications, the

sharpened cutlers will vrak just as good

as new. In fact, some of our customers

claim that |hey work so much better

than new wheels that they send new
cutters in for shrupr'niii^ bofoni they use

them.

All types and styles of dull key

machine cutters can be sharpened

including: duplicating cutters, rotary

files, flat slotters, side milling sletters.

Continued on pngo 156

asp
Inc.

ASP - Your Auto Service

Centerfor the world

Click here for more information
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milling cuttcrs
h
code machine cutters,

end mills for tubular keys, drill hits,

dimple mills, and tide saws,

"How much can I save by using

sharpened key machine cutters?"

Wc are often asked this question.

The following examples might help you

bo see how valuable sharpening can be

to your business.

Joeni [„ock Shop has the Mowing
key machines in his shop and van: 1-

HPC 1200 Code machine with

CW14MC, CW1011, CW1012 cutters; 1-

Rytan RYL00 precision key duplicating

machine with a RYi 00-030 cutter; 1-

Framon TKM100 tubular key machine

with a carbide 3/16" end mill; 1- HFC
9100 duplicating machine wilJi & SMS45
Culler for safe deposit keys; and 1- ESP
Manual key duplicator in the van with a

34MC cutter.

I ANnFACTUfliiM:; n :

TlK
National

LodmiiMil

Let's assume that all these cutters

become dull within one year and are

replaced wilh new cutters, The
replacement cost for buying new cutters

is as follows: CW14MC, 101 l
r
& 1012

are appropriately. $99.00 each for a lx>tal

»fS297,00.

A new Rytan RY10CW30 cutter costs

$135 to replace with a new wheel. A
FrariuKi KM31fiCA cosls 332.00 new, A
new HFC SMS45 costs $45.00. And the

ESP 34MC costs S56.00 to replace with a

new cutter.

The total amount lliat Joe will Kjiend

10 buy new cutter wheels for all his

machines is $564.00
h
plus shipping and

handling.

Ben'a I j h knmith Service, lias the

same type of operation as Joe's, but

unlike Joe, Ben has implemented a

cutter resharpening program with Gil-

RayTook

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader
in locking systems
for security, safety,

and control.

Click here for more information

Ren's cost to have the same cutter

wheels sharpened when they became
dull is as follows: His code cutters:

CW14MC. 1011, and 1012 were
sharfieued together els a matched set, so

that llie diameters remaned [lie s^une

size for machine set up convenience,

The sharpening charge for each cutter

was $27-75, for a total of $83.25 for all

three, Ben's Rytan cutter cost. 827,60 to

sharpen. His Framon Carbide end mill

cost S14.70. Hie SMS-45 cost S 13.75 to

sharpen; and Ms 34MC cost S 14.75.

Ken's total investment to keep his

shop in sharp cullers over the same
period of time was only $154.05.

With this in mind, imagine how
much more profits, that your key cutting

operation can earn for you over the

years.

By investing in cutter sharpening

instead of replacing dull cutters with

new wheels, Ben saved over 5407.00,

(The difference between sharpening

and the cost of new wheelsJ
*You can keep ywr shop supplied with

sharp cutter* at all times,* Cutter

sharpening is such an economical

investment that you can keep your shop

supplied with sharp cutters at all times,

save enough to buy new cutters, and

have money to spare by [he difference

between the cost, llie savings that you

will realize will quickly add up to extra

profits for you.

At Gil-Ray Tools, cutters arc

precision ground to new cutter

specifications. Because of this they work

just as well as new cutters.

Dull cutters can he sharpened avtr

and over, as many times as your machine

has adjustment for diameter mar, (Most

cutters can be sharpened 5 h\ 6 times.)

As you can see from these examples*

your company can indeed earn higher

profits by using sharpened key cutters.

If you do not already use sharpened

cutters think about sending in your dull

wheels today.

Hole Saws Can Also He Sharpened

The Gil Ray tool makers have over 47

years experience in sharpening aU types

of tools. Sharpened hole saws work very

well and most can be sharpened several

times.

Some other items which can be

sharpened for you include: drill bits,

chisels, spur hits and au^cr bits,

Gil-Ray Tools has prepared a free

brochure about cutter sharpening. For

your copy or to have your questions

answered, please phone (517) 892-GS70 h

or write to Gil-Ray Tools, RO. Box 801
K

Bay CHy, MI 48707- §
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Specialty Products

Specialty Prnduds Manufacturing

Co. offers a full line of lock tumbler

pins ami pinniiift kits for professional

locksmiths. The company, formed in

1980, produces a wide variety of

original pins and related Swiss screw

machine products for many
manufacturers as wdl as its own line

of replacement and original pins used

for repinning, All pins are produced

i hi KEwomaLic Swiss screw machines

which insure the burr- free quality and

dimensional accuracy needed to

produce these important components.

State-of-the-art inspection guarantees

the tightest tolerances available in the

marketplace today.

]>?

-"
^

*£+** -

•ta^^^r

Specialty Products pinning kits,

r

]1ie .ll^ diameter universal color

coded replacement pins arc offered in

both the five thousandth Increment

(.005" or 5/1000) and the three

thousandth increment (.003" or

3/1000). Top/Master pins for both

increments are produced with flat

ends and properly chamferred
corners, .010" x 45*, Five thousandth

increment bottom pins have a

standard nose and a .010" x 45 D

chamfer with a perfectly flat center on

the bank end of the pin Three
thousandths increment bottom pins

also have a standard nose but the

hack end has a slight chamfer and

partially radiused corner that blends

into a flat center. The radius provides

smoother operation as it matches the

profile of the cylinder while the flat

tenter insures that top/master pins

will not tip or roll. All 3/1000 and

5/1000 increment pins are produced

from full hard #360 alloy brass for

Continued on ptig& WO
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Hyundai Codes
T001-1000

ml tin
21224321

Code No.: ES895

DEPTHS
0-1 5-

1 0.327 6-

2- 0,299 7-

3- 0.271 8-

4- 0,244 9-

KEYWAYS
Silca HYN6
HcoX216
Curtis HY6

Cortthued on pag& 163
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Keyblanks:
Silca HYNS
Iloo X216
Curtis HY6

»*»* nIaItI iIoInIaIl
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|

T001-1000 HYUNDAI
Code Machines:
1200 CM No. XFB8

0001 0051 0101 0151 0201

01 22313311 51 42332434 01 13224342 51 42324431 01 43123132
02 43313442 52 23443122 02 23442213 52 44331123 02 43443123
03 44332432 53 34244323 03 23134234 53 43244332 03 23432121
04 31224323 54 13232123 04 21234 423 54 11344334 04 23132231
05 33221131 55 21243134 05 12343434 55 13422112 05 24331212
06 32112344 56 32331122 06 42112213 56 31343124 06 43243324
07 12123313 57 43131322 07 22134211 57 31221233 07 31213232
oe 13423442 58 23212133 08 44212343 58 33131212 08 21213124
09 12422131 59 44213134 09 43124331 59 34242243 09 13344311
10 42121233 60 24342132 10 24334234 60 32321342 10 34433242

11 42334324 61 22312334 11 42331242 61 13223311 11 12332324
12 23443242 62 43312434 12 44332131 62 23434221 12 32321213
13 34311223 63 44332212 13 43311322 63 23133122 13 13223132
14 13232434 64 31223243 14 12112443 64 21224311 14 22131313
15 21243342 65 33212443 15 13422421 65 12342213 15 33124232
16 32334221 66 31344243 16 31343442 66 34434223 16 34234342
17 43132232 67 12121324 17 31221331 67 22133113 17 31342431
18 23213321 6B 13423121 18 33211243 68 43443321 18 11343431
19 44213321 69 12344323 19 34243131 69 43123422 19 44323431
20 24343134 70 42112424 20 32323124 70 24332123 20 42323121

21 22313213 71 42332321 21 13224231 71 42323344 21 43122324
22 43313212 72 23442421 22 23434342 72 44324323 22 43112323
23 44332324 73 34244212 23 23134213 73 43244221 23 23424243
24 31224231 74 13231312 24 21234343 74 11344221 24 23131342
25 33221123 75 21242334 25 12343232 75 13421213 25 24331121
26 32112124 76 32324424 26 42112133 76 31343121 26 43243242
27 12123123 77 43131243 27 22133134 77 31213424 27 31212433
26 13423344 78 23134422 28 44212211 78 33124423 2B 21211344
29 12421234 79 44213112 29 43124313 79 34242124 29 13344224
30 42113232 80 24334423 30 24332434 80 32321321 30 34433221

31 42332442 81 22134324 31 42331223 81 13223212 31 12332311
32 23443234 82 43312311 32 44331322 82 23432244 32 32313242
33 34244331 83 4 4 332 134 33 43311231 83 23132312 33 13221342
34 13232421 84 31223123 34 12112244 84 21213313 34 22124433
35 21243213 85 33212324 35 13422 332 35 12334242 35 33124224
36 23232211 36 31344231 36 31343212 86 34433422 36 34234221
37 43132213 37 12113322 37 31221313 87 22132443 37 31342242
38 23213234 HS 13422434 38 33132422 88 43443232 38 11343322
39 44213313 89 12344212 39 34242334 89 43123342 39 44323342
40 24342431 90 42112421 40 32323112 90 24331242 40 42322134

41 22313121 91 42331344 41 13223424 91 42323312 41 43122311
42 43313124 92 23442231 42 23434324 92 44324212 42 43442212
43 44332242 93 34243432 43 23133424 93 43243431 43 23423424
44 31223432 94 13231132 44 21231134 94 11343443 44 23131324
45 33213422 95 21234431 45 12343124 95 13344342 45 24314432
46 31344324 96 32324244 46 34434312 96 31342434 46 43243113
47 12122431 97 43131123 47 22133131 97 31213344 47 31212342
48 13423223 98 23134342 48 44211323 98 33124344 48 21134332
49 12344331 99 44212431 49 43123434 99 34234422 49 13342443
50 42112442 00 24334242 50 24332231 00 32321234 50 34433124
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Conlinuetl from page 16&

T001-1000 HYUNDAI
Keyblanks: Code Machines:
Silca hxnC 1200 CM 1 . XF88
ilco X216
Curt:Ls HY6

0751 0601 0851 0901 0951

51 44334232 01 43343121 51 32422331 01 21313322 51 24344313
52 34324421 02 21323231 52 31233112 02 44231311 52 13234243
53 44233423 03 43211212 53 32132132 03 22334421 53 31231322
54 42423421 04 42422433 54 24423234 04 32421131 54 13424433
55 24431124 05 13433212 55 22343131 05 42123323 55 11223323
56 43212132 06 24221343 56 13243242 06 42343432 56 23231213
57 33421224 07 11233422 57 12212434 07 32124342 57 24212334
58 12442334 08 34323121 58 33242231 03 33232112 58 43133124
59 24232134 09 12433424 59 42 -.31134 09 34321134 59 12133*332

60 32133442 10 23243244 60 44232113 10 12431344 60 43322443

61 23244231 11 32423434 61 43324422 11 24421132 61 21312343
62 11242313 12 31234234 62 21321332 12 13242324 62 44221233
63 31242233 13 32132321 63 43134311 13 31232213 63 22331231
64 12231321 14 24423342 64 42344331 14 13431231 64 32342312
65 21324233 15 22344234 65 13431322 15 11224433 65 42123113
66 42133421 16 13243431 66 24213423 16 23233124 66 42342324
67 32424231 17 12213324 67 11231342 17 24213121 67 32122313
68 43344312 18 33243122 68 34322313 18 43133244 68 33224431
69 13434322 19 42132334 69 12433122 19 12134321 69 34312321
70 22424334 20 44233122 70 23234344 20 43324221 70 12423312

71 13244334 21 43342422 71 32422133 21 21313244 71 24344221
72 34324243 22 21323134 72 31232442 22 44231231 72 13234211
73 44233243 23 43134432 73 32131344 23 22334312 73 31231244
74 42423324 24 42421343 74 24423113 24 32344322 74 13424313
75 24424323 25 13432 423 75 22343113 25 42123243 75 11221234
76 43212113 26 24221311 76 13243134 26 42343234 76 23224313
77 33244243 27 11233234 77 12211243 27 32123311 77 24211213
78 12442112 28 34322442 78 33242213 28 33231242 78 43133112
79 24231332 29 12433421 79 42124334 29 34313211 79 12132234
80 32133224 30 23243211 80 44231342 30 12431212 30 43322421

81 23243434 31 32422344 81 43324224 31 24344332 31 21311234
82 11242243 32 31234211 82 21313431 32 13234432 82 44221121
83 31234242 33 32132243 83 43134242 33 31232124 83 22313443
84 12231124 34 24423312 84 42344211 34 13431224 84 32342244
85 21323423 35 22343321 85 13431243 35 11224331 85 42122433
86 42132342 36 13243322 86 24213312 36 23231244 86 42342213
87 32423442 37 12213233 87 11231323 37 24213113 87 32121332
88 43344223 38 33242442 88 34321232 38 43133221 88 33224211
89 13434234 39 42131221 89 12432442 39 12134223 89 34312234
90 22344343 40 44232421 90 23234321 40 433223424 90 12423113

91 13244213 41 43342124 91 32421323 41 21313132 91 24343243
92 34324231 42 21323113 92 31232231 42 44224332 92 13233121
93 44233224 43 43134324 93 32131223 43 22332134 93 31231132
94 42423123 44 42421211 94 24421211 44 32344213 94 13424232
95 24423431 45 13432132 95 22342433 45 42123134 95 11213443
96 43211342 46 24221133 96 13243112 46 42342343 96 23221334
97 33244224 47 11233132 97 12134344 47 32123231 97 23443423
98 12434343 48 34322344 98 33234424 48 33231221 98 43132443
99 24224343 49 12433134 99 42124211 49 34312424 99 12131332
00 32132424 50 23242133 00 44231334 50 12424321 00 43321244
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Beginner's Corner
G.M. Steering Column Service

by Eug#n*G*nfry

Several apprentice locksmiths hive

yyked,
uHo* do Vflu remove (he

itfnilion lock on a G.M. stcerlnE

column?" Wcll r when Locksmith Ed
Williama, Raid he had one to tear

down, I was there to Like pictures piuj

rzcmX (he action.

The problem? The corner <rt a 1993

Chevrolet Cavalier had big keys stolen

or tost (hem- ancl Ed needed to put in

a new isjfjitlM lock.

Now, Ed claims, that he can tear

down, the -steering
1 column and hari!

the ignition lock in his hand ir. right

min-iteR. I can a** why, because lit is

completely organised . He has a tool

bos That holds oeiIj- the cook lie needs

for this job. (&* photograph I.) Each
tool has a specific job. In the box are a

compression toe] with two shanks,

me metric and one standard, A G.M.

steering wheel puller, a magnetic
Phillips screw driver, mi assortment ef

magnetic Torx bits, an £
n
or 12"

crescent, tw-o ice pLcks r a ratchet with

7/S" and 13/16" sorkets r and a nut

driver with 9/32
w
socket, Also carifed

art thrte or tour G.M. igriitiati locks.

1. Ches.1 #Hh G.M. storing wlurwi tOOlfc

W* are readjr to dismantle the
>l^-ii.- ...i km ii lis- fi-M Ihirix l.n :Jn

is- disconnect the battery. This keep*
the hern -from honking every [imc

you touch it. Kemectiher,. though, thai

IBS The National Locksmith

on any of Iht cars that have a
computer; this will blank out the

compuccr.

Step 1. Remove horn button by
taking out the screws located on L::r

underside of steering wheel. Use a

9/32* io^k^L The -pne wew working

hm a sport steering wheel, and the

horn button just pulls off. [Stt

photograph 2.)

V-^& !**»

4. Retaining ring en end of &hatl and

1-a/lG- nut.

2. Horn b-uMon, TN* oni pulli &ff.

St^o 2. Take out three Phillip*

strews. (5h ptwiygmpk 3.) The horn

ring liEts out along with the spring

loaned 1/4" horn shaft underneath.

\S

/jgt

S. The steerin g wbael pulltr attached

3. Three screws hold the horn ring on,

[n sfrad of the three Phillips- screws.,

this spores wheel has three Inverted

Tvrjt screwyA 3/ 1S
H
swkrt wi|] irarfc

on thlft. 5tep 3. Remove the retaining

r\\\g at «nd of steering wheel shaft.

and the 13/14T nut on die shaft. (Stt

photographs)

Ktcp 4. L'se the wheel puller to puU

the ^prlng wheel. l$tt photograph

5 .)

Step 5. Use the wmpfession t*ol.

lHt€ photograph &.} Turn down until

you can a-se ttw split retaining ring on

6. C&mpreaslon tool shown here

Use iwo Ice pick a lo lake out the

$plll comprEsalon ring.

Ihe &haft undernra'Ji.

Step- fi. TJ&e the two ice picks Lo

loosen tilt sttlic riiui ami walk it up the

shaft then remove it

Step 7. Lift out the horn plate.

Step S. Take out * single Phillips

screw un the left that holds the slarmJ

light switch. Lift out switch. Step 9,

Remove the flasher button. The
Fhillips screw is in the middle at the

end.

Step 10. Use die jeuikiipIk: Phillips

screwdriver to take out three recesseJ

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Locksmith

G.M. Column

screws lIl^L huld Ihe signal Light

assembly. (Don't dr&p them d&wti
inside the shaft). Tl:e magnet puLLs

them out Of <hr rtrt-fys. INill Out cht

signal assembly.

Step 1L Whar you see now in the

upper right hand side, lb. the buzzer

activator. This is hiding
1 the retajtrii^:

screw that holds in the ignition

switch. Instead of trying
1

ca take this

out, you can pry off thf! little plastic

cover on top of the activator Be
careful with thig k it could break or go
flying.

Step 12. Now you can see the
Phillip* screw, ar Homctimes a Torx
screw, the holds in :he ignition lock.

Remove this wich a ma£i*eti£ FhillEps

or Turx driver. Pull the ludk. out of its

hole.

This type ni retailing screw is used

on G.M. from about 1979 to date.

From 19E9 to 197a, the lock had a

Sprif^g loaded ne-tikier uu Hit rear u-f

ttie lock. Removal procedure is the

same, except at Stap 12, instead nf

removing the sorew, you have to drill

in the indentation and push dpwn on
the Efniiig loaded rcUunrr at the Lop

rear cif the lock to remove It.

With the lock mow in our haad, we
can aee the code on Che Mde. This one
5s 22-V9-

Hd hus put the new ignftlon lock In

place, and we arc ready to re-

semble the column.

Step 1_ Insert ignition lock in the

hole, Ort the old style, put some
arem on the retainer at the rear of

the lock to hold it down long enough

to get ii into §M> silion

Step 2. Put Ln the r^taJnlnK ?o*w
that holda Ln the lock, and anap on

plastic cover on the buz^r switch.

Step S. Set aignaJ light assembly in

jjusitiun> and Lighten the Lhn.i- Strewa

with nwneric Phillips.

Step 4. Put screw in end of four

way flasher, and ittaalL

Step 5. Place the signal ll^ht handle

in Lta proper position, and install

single ££rfew. Before continuing any

more work, teat this to see that It

operating correctly.

Step 6. Set in hum a^secnhl^.

Step 7. Slip sirring locking ptnte

oa the steering shaft. There is only

^ne way this can go on as the grooves

differ io spacing. Turn until the

grooves are Linerl up.

Step 3. Slip the retaining ring on

the shaft.

Step 9. Put on compression tool

and tighten until you can see the

groove the retaining rin^ goes into.

Step 10, Use the two k'e pit:ks [o

walk the retaining ring down the shaft

and into the groove.

Step 11. Remove the compression

tool.

Step 12. Line up the mark on the

top of Ltir sLomuH shaft, and the mark
on steering wheel, and slip the wheel

on the shaft.

Step 13. Put 13/16" nut on the

shaft, and lighten.

Step 14. Put on retaining ring at the

end of the steering shaft. This is a

safety factor so the steering wheel can

not come off,

Step 15, Insert the little 1/4"

spring-loaded horn shaft, in its hole,

Step 16. Put on round inside horn

ring. Hold down while you install

three Phillips screws.

Step 17. Finish the job by installing

two screws on (lie back side of the

steering wheel that hold the outer

horn button.

Here Eire ;• couple tins that might

help in working on the steering

column. If you do any work on cars

with air twigs or computers, follow the

manufactures recommendations for

disassembly.

On the disassembly of a standard

column, place your parts in order, as

you take them out, on the dash, or in a

box. It is easy to see how they go back

in.

A paint can opener can be used

with ice picks to help get out the split

retaining ring.

On the old ignition lock
r
prior to

1979
,
you can punch the thin casting

with an awl
K
instead of drilling, to get at

the retainer at. l)ie rear of the lock. §

Make Sargent & Greenleafs

Comptronic locks your choice

for electronic safe

locking solutions.

L Click here for more information
dick here for more information
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calling them these- days. The link it

about twa inches below the fliaen

locklne bolt mr toward the edt* g(

the door. It la connected to a metal strip

that runs under th* lw* and Ln turn

connect* W a apdcigf tM is *ajLinff for

the wder to Are the relocJdnt twit intu

the emended po^Son-
[n photograph 18 we "have a dose-up

of the lock and main lacking WulL h h r

you can clearly -se^ hoc only the httle

than was drillrd in the rfomr, htiL th^ lifjle

that was dfOled in the m^in locking hnlt

££^eH. ] should point out that I rataied

the bole 130 flegrftEta to expose the hole.

It was Hi rough that hole In the bolt thai

the relocating spring was booked and

jerked ouL It was also through that

hole thaL we punched hack the

tKKtfcbflJL

1 Q. Close-up of look and locking boll.

Well thai about wt*ps up this lent-

wiiLJed, aeni^inderof a aory. But that

is ho* Lt fioes with a Moslei lufi coor

loaded wiUi Rude Itelsom. Sometime* it

*eem* an effort in futility to try and

educate Mr, Eelsorti. No matter how
many time? we try and teach him
rhi ngs Like culture and hospitality, he
ji3H4: never seenm to cMch an. The next

1iiiiM T run Into Mr. TfeLsnriL, IT bet he

has fflniLilfitely forgotten the les*ion he

should hav<* learned today.

Und^Nedly he will frs* stand there,

rude 4S even and try to d.eny me
entrtrtce. And undoubcedl^ he will tuc

up a valiant but unsuccessful Fijrhl.

What a life. Set ^a
h

next monlh. £

Specialty Producta

optltiiTim we«r and reliability. Ptna *r?

color coded for ease of use And
identification following industry

standards-. They art packaged in

versatile1 color coded paper envelopes

with one gross (H4 pieces) per
envelope.

Specially Products alEO products a

line of color coded .105 diameter
Interchangeable pins For

InLerchang-eable cores. "The universal

design of thcac- puis is compatible for

use with all Best, Falcon, KSPP l^iplc

and Arrow IC products, Top/Master
and bottom pins are manufactured from

full hard #360 alloy brass and are

packaged with 100 pes. per envelope.

Nickel silver bottom pins arc also

available for the A-2 system. A-3 and A-4

system pins are also stocked as wetl as

caps and two sizes of springs (long or

short) for use with either Best or Falcon

cores,

The company offers a wide range of

pinning kits for all of the pins they

produce, Kits are assembled in a heavy

duty metal box will) an unbreakable

plastic insert and a leak-proof cover, The
SPtt-33 kit offers 124 sizes in increments

of three thousandths- Bottom pin sizes

.156" thru ,360* and Top/Master pin

sizes .010" thru .200". The SFK-SS has

E 1 15 sizirs in incremeacs of five

thousandths; Bottom pin sizes .IIS'
1

thru

,360" and Top/ Master pin sizes - 01(T

thru .320". SPK-33 and SFK-55 pin kite

offer an easy to read pinning cliart for 24

jH.ipv^rir numufaeturers on the inside

cover. Hold down latches are provided

on each end to secure the kit to a bench

or work station. Pin kits are also

available for interchangeable cores in A-

2
F
A-2 and A4 systems as well as original

design pins and pin kits for Schlage and

Kwikset. All pin kil.s come pre.fi lied with

all the necessary pins and springs on

one easy to use level.

Plans are now underway to expand

the product line with a new line of pins

and pinning kiU for several original

manufacturers. They will be available by

late summer*

For more in formaljou, contac[ your

local distributor or Specialty Products

rv% Co., 291 Clark St. Ext., Plantsville,

CT 06479, Attn; Dave Randall, (203) 621-

6969, Fax; (203) 621-Wffl. 8

Lighter Side
ContinuBd from page f 76

finish quality brass hardware.

Homes that greet you with average

hardware backed by ''beware" signs and

recordings of dogs barking or "mUxk ear"

lions roaring may represent anything

from someone unwilling; co invest in a

more elaborate security system to some-

one with an interesting sense of humor.

Bui as you go alxiut examining your

neighbor's entry hardware, be careful in

approaching the home with moderately

good door locks and deadbolts but with

no signs, no sounds, no flashing lights,

and no evidence of additional security.

Thafs usually the house with the big,

bad dog asleep under the bushes by die

front doorstep.

Ifyou dorii believe me, ask Don. §

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Installation

Tools

The

Professionals

Choice

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

L
Click here for more information
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